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GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE LAMBAYEQUE
VALLEY, DEPARTMENT OF LAMBAYEQUE,

NORTHERN PERU

By STUART L. SCHOFP l and JUAN Luis SAY!N M.2

ABSTRACT

Ground water in the Lambayeque Valley has been developed mainly for irri 
gation of sugarcane and rice. The locality is on the coastal plain of northern 
Peru, about 650 km (kilometers) northwest of Lima, the national cap'tal. The 
area considered in this study is about 1,670 sq km (square kilometers) and is 
mainly on the alluvial fan of Rio Chancay and entirely in the Department of 
Lambayeque. Chiclayo, the departmental capital and largest city, has a popu 
lation of about 46,000. The climate is hot and virtually rainless. Agriculture is 
dependent on irrigation. The available water, whether in streams or underground, 
is introduced from the Andean highlands by Rio Chancay.

Rocks in the area range in age from Cretaceous, or possibly Jurassic, to Quater 
nary and in lithology from dense and hard igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic 
rocks to unconsoli dated sediments. The bedrock contains and yields water only 
in small quantities, if at all. The principal water-bearing strata are in the alluvium 
comprising the fan of Rfo Chancay. Where ground water in the alluvium has 
been most intensively developed, the productive zone is within 20 m (ir^ters) of 
the land surface and is composed approximately as follows: (1) relatively im 
permeable soil, clay, and clayey sand, 5 to 10 m thick, (2) permeable sand and 
gravel, 6 to 10 m thick, at places including one or more layers of clay, so that 
several water-bearing beds are distinguishable, and (3) relatively impermeable 
mixtures of clay, sand, and gravel extending below the bottom of wells. Unit 3 
in the deepest test continued to 102 m. Unit 2 is the principal source of water 
tapped by irrigation wells.

In the northern part of the area wells locally yield water rather freely from 
strata as deep as 73 m, but elsewhere in the area the strata deeper than 20 m 
are not very productive. Wells at and near Chiclayo yield only small amounts, 
and the deepest well disclosed, in 100 m of material, only 5.5 m of material that 
can be considered as possibly water bearing.

Water in the alluvium of the eastern part of the area occurs under water-table 
conditions at depths from 1 to 8 m below the land surface. The water table de 
clines during pumping for irrigation and rises when pumping is stopped. Re 
charge comes mainly from infiltration on irrigated fields and from irrigation

1 Geologist, U.S. Geological Survey.
2 Engineer, Servicio Cooperative Interamericano de Irrigation, Vias de Comunicacion e Industries.
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ditches and probably varies greatly from year to year at any given place. The 
ground-water reservoir is replenished when pumps are idle; therefore, it is con 
cluded that the recharge is sufficient to offset withdrawal at a rate comparable 
to that of 1957, which was about 81 million cu m (cubic meters). A study of the 
effect of protracted pumping on yields of wells suggests that the rate of recharge 
locally, and for a short period, was more than 76,000 cu m per day. This recharge 
presumably declined rapidly to zero when irrigation was suspended in the locality.

A pumping test showed the transmissivity to be about 950 cu ir per day per m 
and the storage coefficient to be about 0.07. Based on these coefficients, the 
drawdown caused by one well discharging 10 Ips (liters per second) for 6 months 
would be only 0.066 m at points 4,000 m distant, but 50 wells at the same rate 
and distance would create 3.3 m of drawdown. As actual distances between wells 
range from 100 to 300 m where the wells are most numerous and as the average 
discharge rate is nearer to 20 than to 10 Ips, the cumulative effect of the actual 
pumping is certain to be considerable. If it were not for the recharge resulting 
from infiltration of irrigation water, the pumping of so many wells probably 
could not be long sustained.

The waters from wells of the Lambayeque Valley compare favorably, in most 
respects, with the standards established by the U.S. Public Health Service for 
water for human consumption. Chemical analyses of 10 samples rf ground water 
show that the dissolved solids, silica, bicarbonate, sulfate, and sodium increase 
in the downstream direction, whereas the amount of calcium, ard concurrently 
the hardness, decrease. The ground water in the upper part of the valley is satis 
factory for irrigation use, but the water at Chiclayo, represented by one mixed 
sample from two wells 110 m apart, is poor. Thus, deterioration i^ water quality 
from the apex of the fan toward the coast takes place.

Development of ground water has been carried out principally for irrigation 
and mainly by means of drilled wells. Most of the wells have been drilled by the 
percussion method. The average yield obtained from a meter o* water-bearing 
stratum has been 6.7 Ips in initial pumping tests but only 3.5 Ips under steady 
pumping. The average yield per meter of installed well screen was 4.9 Ips in 
initial tests but declined under steady pumping to 2.5 Ips. About 83 percent of 
the water-bearing strata in a large group of wells had been screened, and about 
84 percent of the screen was effectively placed.

Further development of the ground water will depend on finding large areas of 
water-bearing strata not already developed and on tapping them without detri 
ment to previous users. The upper part of the valley already was intensively 
developed when fieldwork for this report ended, and further development there 
could advantageously have awaited analysis of the results and effects attained. 
Development in the lower part is likely to be limited by inferior chemical quality 
of the ground water. The area west of the Pan-American Highway may have 
only poor quality water.

INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes an investigation of the ground-water 
resources of the Lambayeque Valley, near Chiclayo in northwestern 
Peru. It deals principally, but not exclusively, with an area upstream 
from (east of) Chiclayo, because there many irrigation wells have 
been drilled and pumped on sugar haciendas. The purpose of the 
investigation was to collect the data resulting from drilliro; and pump 
ing operations on the haciendas, to substantiate additional geologic
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and hydrologic facts by observation, to compare and correlate these 
facts, and to analyze all these facts and data. It was hoped that an 
understanding of the occurrence, movement, recharge, discharge, 
abundance, and chemical quality of the ground water might lead to 
more effective use of the water.

A pumping test, probably the first undertaken in Peru, was made 
in order to determine hydraulic characteristics of the principal aquifer. 
The results of this test may be of use to well owners, well drillers, 
and engineers concerned with ground-water development, even though 
the alluvial aquifers in other valleys along the Peruvian coast are 
certain to differ considerably from the one in the Lambayeque Valley.

AUSPICES

The International Cooperation Administration (later Agency for 
International Development) sponsored the investigation through its 
Mission to Peru. Messrs. John K. Neale and Vance Kogers were, 
successively, mission director. The Comisi6n de Colaboraci6n, which 
represented the United States Geological Survey and the Institute 
Nacional de Investigaci6n y Fomento Mineros, planned and directed 
the investigation. Messrs. Frank S. Simons and W. W. Olive were, 
successively, chief of the party for the Geological Survey, and Augusto 
Cabrera La Kosa was director of the Institute. The Servicio Coopera 
tive Interamericano de Irrigaci6n, Vfas de Comunicaci6n, e Industrias, 
an agency operated j ointly by the Peruvian and United States Govern 
ments, shared the conduct of the investigation with the Geological 
Survey. Mr. Charles R. Whipple was head of the Servicio.

LOCATION OF THE AREA

The area covered by this report comprises about 1,670 sq km (square 
kilometers) of northwestern coastal Peru, about 650 km (kilometers) 
northwest of Lima, the national capital (fig. 1). It is entirely within 
the Department of Lambayeque and includes parts of each of the 
three Provinces that make up the Department. It includes the provin 
cial capitals, which bear the names of the Provinces and are Lam 
bayeque, Ferrenafe, and Chiclayo. Chiclayo, the largest city, is also 
the capital of the Department. Its location is lat 6°46' S and long 
79°51/ W. The mapped area includes about 11 km of the Pacific 
shore and extends eastward for about 57 km. Northward it extends 
a maximum of 39 km. The cities, towns, and villages of the area are 
shown in figure 1 and on plate 1.

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

A detailed study of the bedrock geology of the Lambayeque Valley 
and vicinity had not been made up to the time of the investigation

349-824 O - 69 - 2
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described here. The only geologic paper describing bedrock geology 
was Solar's report (1944) on limestone for industrial purpose^; how 
ever, several hydrologic studies had been made, as follows:

Adams (1905, p. 93-101) described the Chancay basin and reported 
the flow of the Rios Chancay, Reque, and Lambayeque. He abo gave 
information on the distribution of the water and on the irrigated area.

Garcia (1921, p. 38-41) reported the flow of Rio Chancay for the 
years 1911-20, when discharge was being measured at La P-mtilla. 
He included discharge of the main irrigation ditches for the ye«r 1912.

San Martin (1929) concluded that wells would yield too little water 
for irrigation use, except near the town of Lambayeque. He regarded 
100 liters per minute per meter of penetration of the aquifer as the 
practical minimum discharge for irrigation. This would require about 
6 m (meters) of aquifer thickness for each 10 Ips (liters per second) of 
water pumped.

Mercado (1929) summarized the factors that control seepage losses 
along irrigation canals. He stated that Taymi Canal was losing 20 
percent of its volume in 40 km, that is, 0.5 percent per kilometer.

Leigh (1929, p. 883) estimated the amount of infiltration along 
segments of Rio Chancay. He reported that Rio Reque is fed from the 
ground-water reservoir, which in turn is replenished by infiltration 
from lands irrigated with water from Rio Lambayeque,

Conkling (1939, p. 67-73) described the alluvial deposits of the 
Chiclayo area as a delta occupying a broad band that extends many 
kilometers from the toe of the mountains to the coast. In his opinion, 
the part of the valley most favorable for development of irrigation 
wells is upstream from the line of hills to which Cerro de Combo and 
Cerro Bor6 belong. Conditions west of the hills, he wrote, we not 
favorable, notwithstanding the existence of several shallow v^ells of 
small yield, as well as a deeper one from which 30 Ips had been obtained.

Petersen (1956, p. 307-315) reported that by 1955 more than 125 
wells had been drilled between Hacienda Cuculi and Chiclayo and near 
Ferrenafe and Mochumi (fig. 1). All but seven tapped water-bearing 
strata between 5 and 30 m below the land surface. He regarcSd the 
principal source of ground water in the alluvial fan to be infiltration 
from the Rio Chancay channel above La Puntilla. Quoting previous 
estimates for Carhuaquero (the gaging station), he chose 1,100 to 
1,500 Ips as a reasonable order of magnitude for the underground flow, 
a part of which, he stated, enters the shallow aquifer in the alluvial fan. 
He considered the infiltration from irrigated fields to be negligible 
because the surface layer of clay, which had been found in many wells, 
should have prevented or greatly retarded it. He showed that sulfate, 
chloride, and sodium in the ground water increase westward gradually
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between Haciendas Patapo and Pomalca and rapidly between Pom- 
alca and Chiclayo.

In addition to the published reports cited above, several manuscript 
reports, or summaries of them, were available to the authors of this 
report, as follows:

I. H. Tafur A. in 1950 submitted "Informe Geol6gico Preliminar 
de la Napa Freatica del Cono de Deyecci6n del Rio Chancay" to the 
Direcci6n de Aguas e Irrigaci6n of the Ministerio de Fomento y Obras 
Publicas. He stated that the ground water in the alluvial fan of the 
Chancay was derived from the surface by infiltration, and he regarded 
the area between La Puntilla and Patapo as the most favorable for 
ground-water development. He reported that the Taymi Canal was 
losing substantial quantities of water by infiltration.

Augusto Duffaut V. in 1950 wrote "Informe Preliminar Sobre la 
Captation de Agua Subterranea en el Valle del Rio Lambayeque" for 
the Sub-Direction de Obras Sanitarias of the Ministeric de Fomento 
y Obras Publicas. He recognized that, for practical purposes, all the 
water in the area is introduced by the Rio Chancay. He concluded 
that it would be impractical to develop 1,200 Ips of ground water, the 
quantity needed by Chiclayo, and to transport it to the city.

Bussel's report, also dated 1950, is summarized by Pons, Alfaro, 
and Arrisueno (see below) and is entitled "Informe Fidrol6gico de 
Chiclayo". This report called attention to a shallow sandy-clay 
aquifer 2.5 m thick and to a deep aquifer of alternating permeable and 
impermeable strata, both in the Chiclayo area. The author reported 
that some wells had been abandoned because of increasing hardness 
of the water.

Alfonso Pons M., Juan Alfaro S., and Jose" Arrisuefo A. in 1954 
reported on "Ampliaci6n y Mejoramiento del Servicio de Agua Potable 
de Chiclayo." They regarded the strata in the immediate vicinity of 
Chiclayo as too fine grained and too impermeable to yield enough 
water for the city. They reported undeveloped ground water at 
Hacienda Calupe, which, however, would cost the city too much to 
develop.

Pedro Verastegui M. in 1955 reported to the Empresa Petrolera 
Fiscal of the Ministerio de Fomento y Obras Publicas on "El Problema 
de las Aguas Subterraneas del Valle en Donde Se Ubica la Ciudad de 
Chiclayo en Relaci6n con el Abastecimiento de Agua Potable." He 
mentioned two wells drilled in 1954 between Picsi ard Ferrenafe, 
which yielded 60 to 70 Ips from depths of about 70 m. He suggested 
that these wells might have tapped a hydraulic systen: independent 
of the shallow aquifer already developed, to some extent, by the 
haciendas.
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PRESENT INVESTIGATION

Fieldwork was done intermittently between September IS 55 and 
April 1958 in 13 trips most of which lasted 10 days to 2 weelrs each. 
These trips were scheduled so that water levels would be measured just 
before and shortly after the main pumping season of the sugar 
haciendas and bimonthly during the nonpumping season. On each 
visit to the area, geologic, hydrologic, and geographic information 
was obtained in addition to the water-level mesurements. Much of 
the work of this investigation was the collection and analysis of data 
resulting from the test drilling and well development carried out by 
the agricultural enterprises in the area. Well drilling was still in 
progress and was observed as a means to understanding well-driller 
practices in both logging strata and well construction, but regular 
collection and description of the drill cuttings was not attempted. 
Drillers' logs, therefore, provide practically all the stratigraphic 
information.

The information from drillers' logs was supplemented with ob 
servations by the authors. Water-level measurements were made 
principally by the wetted-tape method and were made periodically 
in most of the wells of Negociacidn Tuman. Having been completed 
only recently, many of these wells lacked pumps and therefore 
afforded opportunity for a year or more of water-levej record free of 
disturbances caused by pumping in the wells themselves. Measure 
ments had to be omitted or discontinued when pumping was begun, 
but as pumping increased, the averages of the water levels suggested 
the extent to which the ground-water reservoir was being exhausted 
and also, during nonpumping periods, the extent of replenishment of 
the reservoir.

Measurements of water level in pumping wells were made in order 
to verify drawdowns. Where possible, these measurements wen made 
by the wetted-tape method, but where obstructions prevented lowering 
a tape into a well, or where splashing or cascading water made tape 
readings inaccurate, air-pressure readings from gages at the we^ls were 
used ("air-line" method).

The altitudes of most of the irrigation wells of Negociaci6n Tuman, 
referred to an assumed datum, were determined by Segundo Ortiz, 
topographer of the Servicio Cooperative Interamericano de Irri^aci6n, 
Vias de Communicaci6n, e Industrias, by using a standard surveyor's 
level. The maximum error in closure was 0.025 m, which, although 
relatively large, has little effect on the position of a water-table 
contour line on the maps at the scale of those on plate 3.

The pumping test is described in detail elsewhere in this report. 
The samples of water collected during this test were analyzed in 
laboratories of both the Institute Nacional de Investigaci6n y Fomento
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Mineros, Lima, and the U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C. 
These analyses are supplemented by analyses, previously made in 
commercial laboratories, of waters which were obtained from wells of 
haciendas or business enterprises.

The base map (pi. 1) accompanying this report was compiled from 
several sources, beginning with the topographic sheets of the Carta 
Nacional del Peru. Most of the drainage and some of the roads were 
taken from the index sheet of aerial photographs by the Servicio 
Aerofotografico Nacional. Other details, especially the well locations, 
are from hacienda maps or from maps of the Sub-Direcci6n de Obras 
Sanitarias del Ministerio de Fomento.

WELL-NUMBERING SYSTEM

The numbers assigned to wells and test holes in this report are 
referred to a grid of north-south and east-west lines superimposed 
arbitrarily on the map (pi. 1). These lines are 1 km apart and therefore 
enclose areas of 1 sq km each. The vertical rows of squares are num 
bered along the top and bottom of the map, beginning from the left 
(west). The numbers run from 1 to 53. The tiers are lettered along 
the sides by utilizing a full alphabet of capital letters (except O, 
which can be confused with zero) and about half an alphabet of 
lowercase letters (excluding 1 and o). A well in vertical row 15 and 
tier E is numbered 15E. A well symbol on a north-so^th grid line 
belongs to the square on the west; that is, to the square having the 
lower number. If a well symbol is on an east-west grid line, it belongs 
to the square on the north; that is, to the square nearer the beginning 
of the alphabet.

Where only one well or one test hole occurs within a square, no 
further differentiation is necessary, but where several wells are within 
the same square, serial numbers are added to distinguish them. For 
example, three test holes occur within square 27W and are numbered 
27W-1, 27W-2, and 27W-3. The numbers 1, 2, and 3 appear on the 
map beside the corresponding well symbols.

Production wells and test holes at the same location have identical 
numbers, but can be distinguished by the terminology employed. 
Holes drilled only for exploration are called test holes; those drilled 
with the intention of pumping water to the surface are celled wells.
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quality information. Engineer Adolfo D. Zulueta Acufia, director of 
the Chiclayo office of the Direccidn de Aguas e Irrigacidn, arranged 
for special gaging of the flows of Rio Lambayeque and several irriga 
tion ditches. Sres. Alfredo Munoz C., of the regional office of the 
Ministerio de Agricultura, Lambayeque, and Roberto Carranza G., 
of the Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Produccidn de Ali 
mentos, Chiclayo, provided information about haciendas and other 
named places appearing on old maps. Sr. Luis Heredia Castro and 
Engineer A. Delgado Revilla, of the Direccidn de Caminos of the 
Ministerio de Fomento y Obras Publicas, provided information about 
roads.

GEOGRAPHY

The area described in this report is one of many rich valleys that 
interrupt the desolation of the Peruvian coastal, desert. It is produc 
tive because a river, Rio Chancay, brings water from the Andes 
Mountains and makes possible the irrigation of thousands of hectares. 
The prime importance of water is manifest along the margins of the 
valley, where a knife-edge line demarcates irrigated and nonimgated 
land. Soil, climate, markets, and other factors play their part, but 
would be useless without the river water. Although part of the water 
used for irrigation is pumped from wells, the well water is al-o sup 
plied, in the ultimate sense, by the river.

The productive part of the report area is the alluvial fan of Rio 
Chancay, which lies between the foothills of the Andes Mountains 
and the Pacific Ocean. The alluviated plains are so extensive and 
their slopes are so uniform that the fan form is imperceptible. On 
these plains, the economic activity of the area takes place. Here 
sugarcane, rice, and other crops are grown. Here are the cities and 
towns.

TOPOGRAPHY

The mapped area comprises the alluvial fan of Rio Chancay, a 
short segment of the canyon above the apex of the fan, and the 
Andean foothills that confine the canyon and partly mark the canyon
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and the boundaries of the fan. Altitudes within the mapped area 
range from sea level to more than 1,000 m above sea level.

The canyon ends and the alluvial fan begins approximately at La 
Puntilla (pi. 1, coordinates 48S). Bedrock ridges and 1 ills south of 
the fan continue southwestward with interruptions to Morro Eten 
(altitude 195 m) on the coast at Puerto Eten. The highest peak on 
the south side of the valley is Cerro Pampa Grande, 1,060 m above 
sea level.

The bedrock hills north of the fan extend westward from La Puntilla 
about 17 km, and near Hacienda Patapo their base swings northward, 
continuing this trend to the boundary of the mapped area. The 
highest peak on this side of the valley is Cerro Azul (o^ "Patapo"), 
altitude 860 m. Some of the peaks, especially in the western part, are 
isolated by flat alluviated bottom lands from the main body of the 
foothills.

The north boundary, chosen arbitrarily to include the town of 
Ferrefiafe, only approximates the north boundary of the Chancay 
alluvial fan. This fan in the area west of the foothills merges with the 
fan of Rio de la Leche, and typical valley form is lacking.

The alluvial fan is not a plain of unrelieved monotony. Several 
bedrock hills project 100 to 150 m above the plain. Among them are 
Cerro San Jose", Cerro Morropio, Cerro de Combo (twin p°sak, altitude 
211 m), and Cerro Boro, which form a chain of hills trarsverse to the 
valley axis. Independent of this chain is a pair of hills immediately 
west of Chiclayo, the larger of which is named Cerro Pimentel. In 
addition, other small unnamed hills project here and there, as at 
Hacienda Patapo and half a dozen kilometers to the east of Patapo.

The monotony of the plains is broken also by sand dunes, which 
rise above the general ground level at San Miguel (pi. 1, coordinates 
19M), near Rinconazo (coordinates 28Z), and south of the town of 
Lambayeque (fig. 2). Other prominent features on the plains are 
mounds of adobes known as huacas, some of them many meters high, 
left by ancient inhabitants of the valley.

The alluvial plains slope gently away from the foothills. The slopes 
on the main part of the fan range from about 3 m per 1,000 m (near 
La Puntilla) to about 1 m per 1,000 m (near the coast). Slopes are 
steeper near the base of the foothills 4 m per 1,000 m between Luya 
and Picsi, for example. They are also steeper on the fans of tributaries, 
such as the Pampa de Burros just east of Patapo, which even in its 
lower part slopes 5 m per 1,000 m.

DRAINAGE

Rio Chancay, its tributaries, and its distributaries control the 
hydrology of the area covered by this report. The Chancay rises in the
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FIGUBE 2. Sand dune beside Pan-American Highway a few kilometers south of Lambayeque.

Andes. Near the village of Lajas (east of the mapped area) it receives 
water diverted by canal and tunnel from the Chotano basin, which is 
on the Atlantic side of the Continental Divide. The maximum diver 
sion, 35 cms (cubic meters per second), is governed by the capacity of 
the diversion works. The river emerges from the mountains onto its 
alluvial fan at La Puntilla. Here the distributaries begin.

Control works at La Puntilla divide the water between two main 
streams, Rio Reque and Rio Lambayeque (fig. 3). The Reque closely 
follows the southern margin of the alluvial fan and discharges into the 
Pacific Ocean north of Puerto Eten. Downstream from Villa Eten 
it is called Rio Eten.

Rio Lambayeque flows westward approximately along the axis of the 
fan. It passes between Haciendas Patapo and Pucala, south of Haci 
enda Tuman, and north of Hacienda Pomalca. Its flow generally 
ceases in the area north of Chiclayo, owing in large part to diversions of 
water for irrigation and for the public water supplies of Chiclayo and 
Lambayeque. The river channel becomes virtually unidentifiable west 
of Lambayeque.

Part of the flow of Rio Lambayeque is directed into Taymi Canal at 
diversion works about 2 km downstream from the head of the river 
(La Puntilla). The canal rather closely follows the base of the moun 
tains, extending beyond the town of Ferrenafe. The canal immedi 
ately east of Patapo, entrenched about 5 m, is about 11 m wide (fig.

349-824 O -
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FIGURE 3. Diversion works at La Puntilla. Kfo Requte flows diagonally toward upper right corner of 
photograph. Kfo Lambayeque flows horizontally to the right.

4). Although it loses considerable water by seepage to the alluvial 
sediments, large areas are irrigated by laterals leading from it.

The roles of the two distributaries were reversed in 1925 by flood 
scour. Jose" D'Ornellas (oral commun., 1958) reported that the Lam- 
bayeque had been the main line of natural discharge. Its channel was 
deeply entrenched, and the flow discharged into the Pacific Ocean. 
Rio Reque, on the other hand, had a channel which was only slightly 
entrenched and which, like that of the Lambayeque today, tended to 
fill with sediment.

Flood scour has made Rio Reque the main distributary, and if it 
were not for the artificial control imposed at La Puntilla, the Reque 
today would carry most of the water. It has entrenched itself 10 m at 
the Rinconazo bridge and has a channel about 12 m wide (fig. 5). 
Downstream near the village of Reque, it is entrenched only 5 m and 
has a channel about 37 m wide. The Reque is a gaining stream which 
receives water from ground water as it flows seaward.

Rio Lambayeque probably is a gaining stream, although segments of 
it, especially in downstream reaches, may lose water. Where it passes 
from the properties of Pucala to those of Tuman (fig. 2, coordinates 
33V), the river is several meters below the static water levels in nearby 
wells and hence is a gaining stream. The river probably gains less from 
ground water than does the Reque, because it is less deeply entrenched, 
and the adjacent water-table slopes are therefore less steep. The river
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FIGURE 4. Taymi Canal at highway bridge immediately east of Hacienda Patapo's headquarters. Channel 
depth, about 5 m. Stream width, about 11.5 m.

FIGURE 5. Rio Reque near Rinconazo. Channel is entrenched about 10 m.

surface generally is only 1 to 3 m below the level of the plains (fig. 6). 
The width of the Lambayeque channel at Hacienda Tumdn is about 
15 m. The width at the railroad and highway bridges east of Cerro 
de Combo (plate 1, coordinates 23T) totals 29 m, divided in two 
channels.
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FIGURE 6 Rio Lambayeque at bridge immediately south of Tuman, in flood. The banks are low; en 
trenchment is slight.

The runoff of Rio Chancay, based on the records from two gaging 
stations, has averaged somewhat more than 900 million cu m (cubic 
meters) annually, but it has ranged from about 460 million to more 
than 3,000 million cu m (table 1). The distribution of flow to water 
users is based on the discharge as gaged near Hacienda Carhauquero, 
about 35 km upstream fiom La Puntilla. The reported percentages 
differ slightly, but the distribution plan is approximately as follows: 
10 percent is used along the canyon between the gaging station and La 
Puntilla, about 12 percent goes into Rio Reque, 44 percent goes to Rio 
Lambayeque, and 34 percent goes into Taymi canal.

TABLE 1. Summary of discharge of the Rio Chancay, based on 44-year record of 
measurements at La Puntilla and Carhuaquero gaging stations 
[Data from the Servicio Hidrologico, Ministerio de Fomento y Obras Pfiblicas]

Monthly averages

Month

March _ _
April
May_ _ _ __ _
June__ _____

Millions of 
cubic meters

_____ 67.4
_____ 110.7
.____ 185.4
.___ 185.8
_____ 104. 1
_____ 53.7

Month

July    ____________

October. _
November. _

Millions of 
cubic meters

_____ 29.8
_____ 20. 1
_____ 22.9
_____ 43. 5

44.3
_____ 49.8
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TABLE 1. Summary of discharge of the Rio Chancay Con. 
Annual

Millions of 
cubic meters

Minimum (1950)___-_-_---___--_-__-_-_____-_______ _____ 459. 8
Maximum (1925)___-----_-___________--__---________.-_-_-__-- 3, 247. 1
Average of 44-year record._____________________________________ 917. 1

CLIMATE

The climate of the Lambayeque Valley is hot and practically 
rainless (tables 2 and 3). The official climatic records kept by the 
regional office of the Ministerio de Agricultura at Lambayeq-ie begin 
with 1950, and the data collected for this investigation end, neces 
sarily, with March 1957. Although this record is short, it confirms 
the historical observation that coastal Peru is a desert a desert 
since the Spanish conquest, at least.

TABLE 2. Mean maximum and mean minimum monthly and annual temperatures, 
and mean annual temperatures, in degrees centigrade, at Lambayeque ard Tuman, 
1950-56
[Data from records of the regional office of the Ministerio de Agricultura and of Negociacidi Tuman]

Mean minimum 
temperature temperature

Lambayeque Hacienda Lambayeque Hacienda 
Tuman Tuman

January. _ _-__ _ _ ___ _____
February. ______ ________ _ __
March__ _ ______ ______ ___
April __ ___________ ________
May______ ____ _ _ _ _ _____
June____ ________ _ _ _______
Julv_ _______________________
August. ________ ___________ _
September. __ _______ ___ __ _
October. __________ _ ____ _
November. _ ___ ___________ _.
December. ___ ___ __ ____.
Annual------.---. _ __________

Mean annual temperature:
Lambayeque __-_ __ __ _. 
Hacienda Tumdn. __________

29. 5
31. 0
30.4
28.5
26.5
24. 0
22. 6
22. 4
23.4
24. 0
25.6
27. 1
26.2

30.2
31. 5
31. 3
29. 2
27. 0
24. 7
23.4
23.9
24.8
25. 1
26.0
27. 6
27. 1

18.4
19.3
18.9
17.6
16.7
14.8
13.5
13.5
14. 0
14.3
15.7
16.8
16.1

19.8
20.8
20.8
19.1
17.6
16.1
15.3
14.8
15.2
15.3
16.Q
17.3
17. 3

21. 1 
22.2

This record shows that, in the 7 years from 1950 to 1956, the mean 
annual temperature was about 21°C. The warmest month was Feb 
ruary, with a mean daily temperature of approximately 25°C, and the 
coolest was August, with 18°C. July, however, was only a fraction of a 
degree warmer than August. The precipitation in the same 7 years 
ranged from 3 to 14 mm (millimeters) per year, and the maximum in
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TABLE 3. Precipitation at Lambayeque, 1950-56, in millimeters 
[Data from records of the regional office of the Ministerio de Agricultura. Tr, trace;  , not recorded]

Month

January _ .

March, _____
April _ _. _ .
May. -_. _ _
June.--.. -__
July      

September

November _ _

1950 19

__ 0. 4 0
. 8

-_ 3. 1
__   1
__ Tr
__ Tr
__ Tr  
__ Tr  
__ 2. 6  
__ Tr 1

_. 3. 65 1

51

3
?
4
?
4
43

?
q
3

1952

0.9
1.4

_
_

.6
Tr

_
_

1953

1.75
2. 15
1.4
3.0
.9

Tr
1.0

Tr
2. 0
.6

1.2

1954

0. 75

.2
Tr

1.4
Tr
Tr

_
.63

Tr
.9

IS 55

0. 35
.4

1.2
.4

.2

_
1.3
2. 1
2.3

. 5

1956

2. 85

__

.25

.3

.2
Tr
Tr
Tr

. 85
. 2

Total____. 10.55 8.33 2.9 14.0 3.88 875 4.65

any month was 3.65 mm. The erratic character of the precipitation is 
suggested by the fact that the precipitation for the single month of 
March 1957 was 14.4 mm, exceeding slightly the greatest annual 
precipitation in any one of the preceding 7 years.

Precipitation at Hacienda Tuman, recorded unofficially through 
1956 and early 1957, was higher than at Lambayeque, but this com 
parison means little because the record is short. As at Lambayeque, 
the annual total was exceeded by the precipitation for tl ^ month of 
March 1957, which was 24.5 mm. The temperature record at Tuman 
from 1950 to 1956 was similar to that for Lambayeque: annual mean 
temperature, about 22°C; warmest month, February (mean daily, 
26°C), but March nearly the same; coolest months, July and August 
(mean daily, 19.3°C). The maximum temperature recorded at Tuman 
was 35.5°C, in March 1950, and the minimum was 11°C, in July 1952.

Evaporation measured at Lambayeque for 34 months from June 
1954 to March 1957 inclusive, averaged about 3 mm daily. The total 
evaporation for 1955 was about 985 mm and for 1956, about 1,170 
mm. These totals are the amounts evaporated when water was con 
tinuously supplied. The amount supplied under natural conditions 
varies greatly and often approaches zero, so that the natural evapora 
tion should have been less than indicated. The highest average daily 
rate recorded in the 34-month period was 5.5 mm (December 1956) 
and the lowest was 2.2 mm (July 1954 and June 1955).

POPULATION

The area considered in this report cuts across the geographic units 
for which statistics are usually reported, and for this reason the total 
population of the report area is not known. The city of Chiclayo in the 
1940 census had a population of 31,539, which was estimg/ted to have
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become 46,000 by 1953. Lambayeque in 1940 had 6,614, which by 1953 
may have become 11,000. Ferrenafe in 1940 had 8,812; its 1953 
population was not estimated. The towns, however, are only part of 
the total population, for many people live outside them. Some of the 
haciendas have large resident populations. Hacienda Tuman, for one, 
was said to have about 6,000.

COMMUNICATIONS

Chiclayo is linked with Lima and other coastal cities by air, high 
way, and sea. Communication within the area is facilitated ty paved 
or graded roads and by railroad.

The Carretera Panamericana (Pan-American Highway) crosses the 
area from north to south and passes through Lambayeque, Chiclayo, 
and Reque. It is paved throughout, and from it connecting roads 
lead to Pimentel and Santa Rosa, to Monsefu, and to Puerto Eten. 
The highway leading eastward via Pomalca, Tuman, and P£tapo by 
1958 had been paved as far as La Puntilla. Graded roads connect 
Chiclayo with Ferrenafe and with the fishing village of San Jos6 (on 
the coast just west of the mapped area). Private roads give recess to 
practically all parts of the haciendas; only a few of the more important 
of these roads, being privately controlled, are shown on the map
(pl. 1).

Rail connection between Puerto Eten and Ferrenafe via Chiclayo 
and Lambayeque is provided by the Empresa del Ferrocarril y Muelle 
de Eten. It has a branch line eastward from Chiclayo to Patapo. Rail 
connection between Pimentel and Pucala via Chiclayo and Pomalca 
is provided by the Compania del Ferrocarril y Muelle de F : mentel. 
The Ferrocarril Eten-Hacienda Cayalti extends eastward from Puerto 
Eten to serve a locality beyond the border of the map.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The economy of the region is agricultural, and the greater part 
of the cultivated land is devoted to sugarcane and rice. In these 
crops the report area ranks first in Peru, but it also produces many 
other crops. The available agricultural statistics are for the region, of 
which the Lambayeque Valley is part. These show that the cultivated 
land in the region was 39,512 hectares in 1956, and the total produc 
tion was nearly 1,700,000 tons (table 4).

The large haciendas have their own sugar mills and rice polishing 
plants. The industries of the towns are largely based on agricultural 
products, as table 5 suggests.

The large haciendas have grown by absorbing neighboring lands 
and now control thousands of hectares. They function as corporations, 
with corps of resident engineers managing complex and diversified
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TABLE 4. Oops grown in the Lambayeque area in 1956 

[Data from the regional office of the Mlnisterio de Agricultura, Lambayeque, courtesy Jos6 Gutierrez]

Crop

Sugarcane. ___ .. ....
Rice.  ...............
Hay...................

Yucca _________ .
Sweet potatoes- - - __ .
Fruits..................
Cotton,. _______ .

Peas....................

Hectares

.... 15,773

.... 15,727
2,602
2,331

735
557
480
340
217
IRQ

168
107

Metric 
tons

1,511,939
63,466
82,854
2,474

507
4,247
3,321
4,509

180
2 O««

194
56

Crop

Wheat.....--.   -----

Pallar.---. ........... .

Olives... ...... ....----.

Hectares

103
97
68
15
8
7
6
3
.4

.--. 39,512.4

Metric 
tons

91
778
37
66
5
3

156
1.5
.3

1, 667, 150. 8

TABLE 5. Principal industries in Chiclayo and Lambayeque. 1955 

[Data from Anonymous (1955)]

Industry

Evaporated milk. ______ ________
Carbonated beverages _ ___ ____.
Rice mills. _______ ____________
Soap___________ ________ ______
Jute fabrics. ____ _____ ________
Spaghetti _ __ ________________

Number of plants In  

Lambayeque

2
. __ __ _ 1

_____ ____ 1 _

Chiclayo

1 
2 
4 
3

Number of 
employees in 

plants In 
Chiclayo

154 
90 
50 
45 

135

operations for the company directors, who may reside elsewhere. 
Some of the formerly independent haciendas still have settlements, 
and old names continue in daily use. Confusion in some cases is possible 
because of dual meanings for the same name. The agricultural enter 
prise, Negociaci6n Tuman, owns lands called Hacienda Tuman, 
which are north of Rio Lambayeque, and also lands Cane'1 Hacienda 
Calupe, which are south of the river. The name "Negociaci6n Tuman" 
will be used in this report for the corporation, the name "Hacienda 
Tuman" will be used for the property north of the river, ard the name 
"Tuman" will be used for the headquarters settlement. The authors 
of this report probably overlooked many locality names, but they 
noted that the Sociedad Agricola Pomalca was operating Haciendas 
Pomalca, Saltur, and Pampa Grande and that the Sociedad Agricola 
Pucala was operating properties known as Pucald, Pataoo, LaCria, 
Pedro Delgado, and Irrigaci6n Juan Pardo y Miguel. Settlements 
bearing most of these names remain and will be found on tl e map with 
this report (pi. 1), but a few locality names Pedro Delgado and Juan 
Pardo y Miquel, for example are not shown because infcrmation on 
their location is indefinite.
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GEOLOGY

The rocks at and near the land surface in the area of this report 
are in part igneous in origin, in part sedimentary, and in part meta- 
morphic (table 6). They range in age from Cretaceous, or older, to 
Quaternary (Bellido and others, 1956). The major supplies of ground 
water are in alluvial deposits of Holocene age that make up the alluvial 
fan of the Rio Chancay. This report, therefore, is concerned mainly 
with the alluvial deposits. The bedrock generally is dense and rela 
tively impermeable.

TABLE 6. Rock units of the Lambayeque area and their water-bearing properties

Era System Series Formation Description Water-bearing
properties

Cenozoic._.. Quaternary. Holocene_. Dune sand.. Wind-blown sand heap- Occurs only above
ed into hills to a max- water table; there-
imnm height of 8 m. fore not an aquifier.

Do........._do __..do. _ Alluvium... Stream-laid clay, sand, Principal s quifler. Sa-
and gravel, and mix- turated sands and 
tures thereof; maxi- gravels yield up to 
mum thickness, 100 100 Ips pir well, 
m or more.

Unconformity

Mesozoic.__ Cretaceous(?) ..____.. Bedrock__ Undiflerentiated gran- Not knowr to be
to Terti- ite, diorite, felsite, water bearing and 
ary(?). felsite porphyry, ba- not likel' to yield

salt, silicified lime- more then a few 
stone, sandstone, hundred liters per 
shale, and quartette, hour; water, where 

present, occurs prin 
cipally ii fractures.

BEDROCK

The Andean foothills, characterized by steep slopes nearly devoid 
of vegetation, contain much igneous rock of Cretaceous to Tertiary 
age (Bellido and others, 1956). This rock at the north end of La 
Puntilla diversion works is gray granite and diorite (pi. 1, coordinates 
48S); in Cerro de Luya it is pink and gray granite and diroite (co 
ordinates 31M); and about 8 km farther north, it is light gray felsite 
and felsite porphyry (coordinates 3IE).

Banded silicified limestone crops out in an isolated hill abcut 7 km 
east of Patapo (coordinates 40Q). The silicified bands in the lower 
part of the hill are regular and about 8 cm (centimeter) thick, r,nd they 
alternate with bands of unsilicified (or less silicified) dark gny lime 
stone about 15 cm thick (fig. 7). The unsilicified limestone contains 
fragments of ammonites. The silicified bands in the upper part of the 
hill are irregular, turning abruptly up or down, and therefore have 
not been controlled solely by the stratification. The rock is hard,

349-824 O - 69 - 4
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dense, and fractured, but the fractures afford only a little permeability 
because they have largely been recemented or otherwise sealed.

Silicified limestone is reported to crop out also in a hill about 15 km 
east of the one described above on the opposite side of the valley at 
Hacienda Saltur. Solar (1944, p. 38-40) described these outcrops and 
suggested that the limestone is of Cretaceous age.

Quartzite and a little sandstone crop out in a ridge at Huacarajada 
(coordinates 37Y). Basalt, granite, and metamorphic rock occur in 
Cerro Morropio, which is about 4 km west-northwest of Tumdn 
(coordinates 21R). Intersecting sets of parallel joints, exposed in a 
quarry in the north end of Morropio, produce large diamond-shaped 
blocks. Both granite and metamorphic rock occur also in the southern 
peak of Cerro de Combo, which is just across the Rio Lambayeque 
from Morropio (coordinates 21T).

Quartzite is the principal rock type in Cerro de Pimentel, which 
is about 3 km west of Chiclayo (coordinates 7W). The quartzite in a 
roadcut at the base of the hill is gray to medium dark gray in layers 
5 to 30 cm thick. Some of the thinner layers have b^en faulted. 
Included is a little vein quartz and some contorted, scueezed, and 
partly metamorphosed shale. The intensity of metamorphism de 
creases upward in the hill. The quartzite in the north p^ak is some 
what granular on broken surfaces. Both reddish-brown and white 
quartzite are present, and a layer of soft shale is included.

UNCONFORMITY

An unconformity separates the bedrock from overlying sedimentary 
rocks, but the time span represented by it is uncertair. The over 
lying rocks, so far as known, are alluvium of Holocene age, but if they 
include strata older than Holocene toward their base, the unconformity 
is older than Holocene. If Tertiary marine sediments should be present, 
the unconformable contact could possibly represent an interval 
between the Cretaceous Period and some part of the Tertiary Period. 
Around the margins of the valley and in the tributary canyons, 
however, the unconformable contact could represent a longer interval, 
extending into Holocene time; this is the situation suggested in 
table 6.

ALLUVIUM

The alluvium consists of sediments deposited from v^ater in the 
channels, on the flood plains, and in the fans and deltas of streams, 
under varying conditions of volume and velocity of flow. These sedi 
ments are variable in both lithologic character and water-bearing 
properties, because of the widely varying conditions controlling their 
deposition. They range from gravel to clay and from highly to only
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slightly permeable. The arrangement of the strata in alluvium 
commonly seems to be highly irregular and unpredictable, yet a 
general statement on the occurrence of water-bearing strata in al 
luvium can have practical validity. For the Lambayeque Valley 
upstream from Pomalca as far as La Puntilla, it can be said that a 
good aquifer is generally found in the alluvium within the first 15 m 
below the land surface. Possible connections of the water-bearing 
strata from well to well are suggested on plate 2.

The alluvium described in this report makes up the fan of the Rio 
Chancay, except locally where the fans of ephemeral tributaries 
protrude into the main valley. The sediments of the tributary fans 
interfinger around their margins with the sediments of the main fan.

The strata penetrated in the lower parts of some deep wells in the 
western part of the area may be of marine rather than fluvial origin. 
However, marine characteristics are not distinguishable from fluvial 
characteristics in the descriptions of the drillers' logs. All uncon- 
solidated strata thus far penetrated in wells, therefore, are considered 
to be alluvium.

The character of the alluvium is best shown by logs of wells, be 
cause little can be seen at the land surface. The barren plain west of 
Chiclayo is liberally strewn with gravel. Silt and sand as much as 5 m 
thick is exposed at places in the river and ditch banks, but these are 
small exposures and do not fairly represent a deposit that is 100 m 
thick, or more. The kind and thickness of water-bearing material in 
the alluvium are ascertained from study of the well logs. For this 
investigation, 336 drillers' logs were examined; 36 of these have been 
published in duplicated form (Schoff and Sayan, 1963). A generalized 
log (table 7) suggests the sequence of strata to be expected in the 
first 20 m below the land surface between Tuman and the eastern 
boundary of the mapped area.

TABLE 7. Generalised log of strata in alluvium in first 20 m below land surface
upstream from Tuman

Thickness 
Description (meters)

1. Relatively impermeable zone: Soil, clay, and some sand. The sand,
where present, is generally fine grained and clayey._______--___- 2. 5-15

2. Permeable zone: Gravel, coarse sand, and (locally) fine sand; clay
layers at places-______________________-___------_----------- 6 -10

3. Relatively impermeable zone: Clay and mixtures of clay with gravel 
and sand. Wells have not penetrated to bottom of this zone; hence, 
full thickness is not known__________________________   ____ (?)

The actual depth to, and thickness of, the water-bearing zone 
differ considerably from well to well (table 8 and plate 2). The top 
of the zone is practically at the land surface in a well at Cuculi, but
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FIGUBE 7. Banded and faulted siliceous limestone In a hill about 7 km east of Pfitapo headquarters; lime 
stone probably of Cretaceous age.

it is 24 m below the land surface in a well near coordinates 38Q. The 
bottom of the zone is as little as 9 m below the land surface in a well 
at Cuculi and as much as 68 m near coordinates 38Q. The thickness 
of the water-bearing material ranges from ] m in a well at Hacienda 
Calupe to 28 m in one near coordinates 38Q

TABLE 8. Range in and average of depth and thickness (impermeable interbeds 
excluded) of principal water-bearing zone in Lambayeque Valley, by localities in 
approximate downstream order

Depth in meters to 

Locality Top of zone Bottom of zone Thickness in meters

Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

Hacienda Pampa Grande. _

Hacienda La Cria _________
Hacienda Pucalfi. ...

Approximate coordinate 38Q ...... 
Hacienda Tuman _................
Hacienda Calupe .................

9
0
4
2
4
9 
2.1
4.5

10
4
8

17
13
24 
15
16.8

9.7
2.6
6.5
7.7
9.7

15.2 
9.9

11.3

17
9

11.7
12
16.5
17 
14
12,9

18
21
14.2
23
24.5
68 
20
22.5

17.8
13.4
12,9
18.5
16.5
26.6 
17.4
18

7
8
5
3
7
3
2.5
1

9
13
9.4

16
12.5
28 
12.5
15

7.9
9.8
6.4

10.1
9.4
8.4 
7.2
6.3

Even in averages for small areas the variations are large. The 
average depth to the top of the water-bearing zone at Cuculi is only 
2 m, whereas the averages for wells near coordinates 38Q is about 
15 m. The average depth to the bottom of the zone is least at Hacienda 
La Cria (12.9 m) and greatest near coordinates 38Q (26.6 m). The
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thickness of water-bearing material is least at Hacienda Calupe 
(6.3 m) and greatest at Hacienda Pucala (10.1 m).

The averages given in table 8 are comparable for the different 
localities, so far as possible. They are based on the data from pro 
duction wells only. A wealth of information also is available from the 
test holes drilled for Negociaci6n Tuman, but this has been excluded 
in order to make the averages for Tuman comparable to the other 
localities. Inclusion of the test-hole data probably would increase 
the accuracy of the averages for Tuman, but they would not compare 
fairly with others. Among the test-hole data are the records of many 
poor producers and dry holes, whereas the records of unsuccessful 
wells in other localities had not been preserved and, therefore, could 
not be included. Hence, the averages probably suggest subsurface 
conditions that are more favorable than actual conditions because 
favorable data have been overemphasized.

Well logs at best provide only limited clues to the ground-water 
potential of localities, and the averages fail to indicate what can be 
expected from individual wells. Table 8 shows a somewhat greater 
thickness of water-bearing material for Hacienda Tuman than for 
Hacienda Calupe, yet more poor producers and dry holes were drilled 
at Tuman than at Calupe. Possibly the drillers logged the strata more 
optimistically at Tuman than at Calupe. Perhaps the authors of this 
report have interpreted the Tuman well logs too optimistically. Or, 
perhaps the sand and gravel samples at Tuman looked more permeable 
than they really were but actually contained admixed silt and clay 
that disappeared into the drilling fluid and thus escaped detection 
by the drillers.

As of 1958, strata below a depth of about 15 m had been productive 
only in the area between Pomalca and Ferrenafe. The depths to the 
top of the uppermost water-bearing stratum in seven irrigation wells 
in that part of the valley are 5 to 18 m, or about the same as at 
Tuman, but the depths to the bottom are 41 to 73.5 m, o^ greater 
than at Tuman. Thicknesses, consequently, are greater: 15 to 27 m. 
As elsewhere, however, lithologic character and thickness as reported 
in drillers' logs may be deceptive. Nearly 16 m of apparently promising 
sand and gravel were penetrated in well 21G (Schoff and Sayan, 
1963, p. 32), yet the well yielded only a small quantity of water. 
Probably clay or silt, mixed with the gravel and sand but not ob 
served, led to the erroneous conclusion that good water-bearing ma 
terial was present. The deep test holes drilled at and upstream from 
Tum&n penetrated impermeable materials below the depth of 15 m 
almost exclusively. No water-bearing stratum was reported below 
that depth in 73 of the Tuman test holes. In the deepest test hole 
(No. 24R, pi. 2, cross section H-H''; Schoff and Sayan, 1963, p. 33),
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there was only a tight mixture of clay and gravel between 8 and 102 m 
in depth. Altogether, a total of 351 linear meters of drilling was done 
in the various test holes below the 20-m depth, and of tl is only 1 m 
can be regarded as probably water bearing.

The alluvium probably becomes progressively finer tex^ured down 
stream, but only a few well logs are available to suggest its character 
in the downstream area. The wells farthest downstream are at and 
near Chiclayo, where less sand and gravel was penetrated than in 
wells in the area upstream from Pomalca. The water-bearing strata 
reported in wells at Chiclayo range from 1.5 to 12 m thick, but this 
wide range may be due as much to different drillers as to the strata 
themselves. The maximum and the minimum are from wells only 230 m 
apart, which makes the wide range questionable. Only 5.5 m of possible 
water-bearing material was penetrated in the deepest well in the 
Chiclayo area, which was 100 m deep (well 12X, Schoff and Saydn 
1963, p. 28). Although individual strata may be relatively coarse, 
the preponderance of silt and clay suggests that, when considered 
as a whole, the alluvium of the Chiclayo area is finer grained than that 
upstream.

Subsurface information for the vicinity of the town of Lambayeque 
is limited to a report that an irrigation well 2 or 3 km west of the 
town and 45 m deep had yielded 40 to 45 ]ps. This is one of the deeper 
and more productive wells of the Lambayeque Valley. The driller's 
log of it was not available.

Although the results obtained from deep wells in the alluvium of 
the Lambayeque Valley have been rather unsatisfactory, they do not 
mean that all deep testing is futile. The good results obtained from 
wells as much as 75 m deep in the area between Pomalca and Ferrenaf e, 
together with the reported good yield of the well near Lambayeque, 
suggest that adequate exploratory drilling will disclose the presence 
of good aquifers at other places. The deep test holes are few with 
respect to the size of the area.

Alluvium still is being deposited at places along the distributaries 
of the Rio Chancay, and it is, therefore, not very old geologically. It 
is assigned to the Holocene Epoch of the Quaternary Period.

DUNE SAND

Wind-blown sand occurs in dunes at San Miguel, between Pomalca 
and Rlnconazo, and south of Lambayeque. Some of the dunes near 
Lambayeque are 6 to 8 m high and are steep sided (fig. 2). The dune 
at San Miguel, on the other hand, has gentle slopes, as if modified 
by time and weather. Hence, this dune may be older than those near 
Lambayeque and older, too, than relatively steep-sided dunes that 
are only a kilometer or two east of San Miguel.
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The dune sand is the youngest geologic deposit in the area and is 
considered to be of Holocene age. It lies on top of the alluvial plain 
and is younger, on the whole, than the alluvium. Yet, some of the 
sand in the base of a dune may have been deposited before the upper 
strata in the alluvium at some localities. The dunes may still be 
growing at places, or they may be shifting about, and the alluvium 
doubtless is accumulating at places along the rivers. There is contem 
poraneity to a degree, yet most of the dune sand is younger than most 
of the alluvium.

The dune sand is unimportant in the hydrology of the Lambayeque 
Valley. Its base generally is above the water table, and it therefore 
contains no significant amount of water that can be developed by wells. 
Moreover, it cannot facilitate the recharge of ground-water supplies in 
this area. The ability of dune sand to soak up water received as pre 
cipitation plays an important part in the replenishment of aquifers in 
many places, but this is of little benefit in the Lambayeque Valley 
because the precipitation is negligible. All the rain is ordinarily 
returned to the atmosphere by evaporation before it can soak far into 
the ground.

OCCURRENCE OF GROUND WATER

The ground water in the alluvium of at least the upper par* of the 
Lambayeque Valley is essentially unconfined; that is, the principal 
aquifer does not contain water under artesian pressure. This sts tement 
seems not to agree with the geological generalization that the principal 
aquifer is between two impermeable strata (table 7). At places, 
however, the upper impermeable stratum is missing (pi. 2), so that 
the upper seal is not complete. Furthermore, the difference in altitude 
between intake and discharge areas seems to be insufficient to create 
much pressure. The water does not rise in wells much above the level 
at which it is first found. Although artesian conditions can occur 
locally in alluvium, large areas of substantial artesian pressure are 
unlikely to exist. No such areas were found in the Laml ^.yeque 
Valley.

The upper surface (water table) of the saturated zone slopes s?,award, 
that is, westward. Altitudes on the water table are too sparse and too 
unevenly distributed to permit drawing a water-table map for the 
entire area, but maps for selected dates for Hacienda Calupe are 
shown on plate 3. These maps show the general westward slop-^ of the 
water table and suggest local slopes toward the rivers. The rivers, 
therefore, were receiving water from the saturated zone. A shallow 
trough in the water table trends westward in the northern part of the 
area covered by the maps. This trough did not diasppear, even when 
pumps had been idle for several months, and therefore was not due
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solely to withdrawal of water. A low ridge along the Casa Blanca 
ditch indicates seepage from the ditch to the saturated zone.

Water in substantial quantity is unlikely to occur in the bedrock 
underlying the alluvium. The deepest wells (to 1958) have not entered 
the bedrock, which presumably is similar to rock in the nearby Andean 
foothills. That rock is mainly hard dense instrusive igneous rock having 
only low permeability. The bedrock at best would be no more than a 
poor aquifer with poor connections to water sources.

FLUCTUATIONS OF GROUND-WATER LEVEL

The water levels in wells in the Lambayeque Valley fluctuate in 
response to the addition of water to the aquifer or its removal (fig. 8). 
They fluctuate also in response to changes in the load on the aquifer

The water levels decline during protracted pumping of ground water 
for irrigation, and they rise when pumping is stopped. They decline 
when and where the fields are not being irrigated. They rise when 
water is applied. The fact that much of the irrigation water comes from 
the rivers rather than the wells makes it possible for the ground-water 
levels to recover fully after pumping ceases. Seepage of rver water, 
which is used in irrigating the fields while pumps are idle, refills the
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FIGURE 8. Hydrograph showing average of water levels in wells of Negociacion Tuman, September 1955- 
April 1958. The effect of pumping for irrigation, which ordinarily begins in August and lastf until February, 
is apparent, as is also the recovery of water level after pumping is stopped.
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ground-water reservoir and makes up the deficit that otherwise would 
be created by the pumping.

Figure $A shows a decline that probably was due to cutting off the 
flow in Combo ditch, and one that probably was due to the iritiation 
of irrigation pumping. Figure IQA shows a rise of water level followed 
by a decline, which seems to be related to stopping and then resuming 
the pumping. However, another decline occurred about a week later, 
when all pumps had been stopped for several days; this decline cannot 
be related to any known cause. Figure 11 shows that the effect of 
withdrawal by pumping extends to a considerable distance around a 
discharging well, although at a distance of 310 m the drawdown 
amounted to only a few centimeters.

Semidiurnal water-level fluctuations probably are due to changes in 
load on the aquifer caused by changes in barometric pressure. Such 
fluctuations occur in wells tapping aquifers that are to some degree 
confined. They are illustrated by figures 11 and 12 which were traced 
from the hydrograph made by an automatic recorder on well 32W-2. 
Compared to the hydrograph in figure 12 is the record of barometric 
pressure at Lambayeque, 30 km away. The barometric peaks and 
valleys are only approximate in both height and time because the 
vertical scale of the barograph was small, making precise identifica 
tion of maxima and minima impossible, but the general agreement 
between the two curves is apparent. Barometric-induced water-level 
fluctuations are superimposed on a rising water level in figure QB and 
on a declining water level in figure 10J5.

Water levels in the Lambayeque Valley probably decline where 
phreatophytes take and transpire water from the saturated zone and 
where the water table is so near the land surface that ground water 
can be evaporated, but fluctuations of water level due solely and 
unequivocably to transpiration and evaporation have not been 
recognized in the hydrographs collected in this investigation.

Tides may cause frequent regular small fluctuations of water levels 
in wells near a sea coast, but the wells in which water levels were 
recorded in this investigation apparently are too far from the Pacific 
shore for this effect. Fluctuations due to tidal loading are not recog 
nizable in the wells where continuous records were obtained. Tidal 
fluctuations are caused by the alternate loading and unloading ot the 
tidal zone as the tide rises and falls, but the semidiurnal water-level 
fluctuations in well 32W-2 have no consistent relation to the, occur 
rence of high tide (fig. HA). Hence, the semidiurnal fluctuations are 
due principally, if not entirely, to changes in barometric pressure.

349-824 O - 69 - 5
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RECHARGE AND DISCHARGE OF GROUND WATER

Recharge, the replenishment of water in ground-water reservoirs, 
may be derived by infiltration from precipitation on the outcrops of 
permeable rocks or from the streams that cross those outcrops and by 
underflow through other permeable strata.

Recharge to the aquifers in the Lambayeque Valley depends 
principally on the water brought down from the Ande^ by the Rio 
Chancay, because virtually none can be derived from precipitation 
within the area. The precipitation at the town of Lambayeque over a 
7-year period averaged only 7.6 mm per year, and all or Eiost of it was 
evaporated or transpired. The locality has been a desert, except where 
irrigated with river water, since the days of the Incas.

The river water seeps into the channel sands at some places, and it 
seeps downward from irrigation ditches and irrigated fields. Light 
loose sandy soils will take in more water than will heavy clay soils, 
but even clay and sandy clay, which commonly are found not far 
below the surface of the Chancay fan, do not entirely prevent infiltra 
tion. The infiltration generally is greater on gentle than on steep 
slopes and should be relatively great on the Chancay far because the 
areas receiving irrigation water are, on the whole, rather gently sloping. 
The vegetation may help to promote infiltration by loosening the soil 
and retarding runoff, but it may at the same time reduce or prevent 
infiltration by using all or part of the water.

AMOUNT OF RECHARGE

The amount of the annual recharge in the Lambayeque Valley 
probably varies because of differences from year to year in the quan 
tity of water applied for irrigation and, hence, in the amount of infil 
tration from irrigated fields. The following estimate of recharge is 
based on a rather short record and therefore should be regarded only 
as an order of magnitude.

The magnitude of the recharge can be estimated from the fact 
that during the period covered by this investigation the ground-water 
reservoir filled up when wells were not being pumped. Figure 8 
shows that the average of the water levels in April 1958 was slightly 
higher than the highest level recorded in 1957, despite the withdrawals 
of the 1957-58 pumping season. That withdrawal was not summed 
up, but it probably was about the same as, or was somewhat higher 
than, the estimated pumpage for the calendar year 1957, that is, 81 
million cu m. (See section on "Annual pumpage.") This p.pproximates 
the quantity of water that was pumped from the ground-water 
reservoir and had to be replaced in order to restore the water levels 
to their former positions.



FIGTJEE 9.  Hydrographs from well 32V-4. A, Daily water levels at midnight showing effect of cutting off flow in adjacent ditch and effect of pumping. B, Semidiurnal fluctuations due to changes in barometric 

pressure superimposed on a seasonal rise. Vertical scale in A is one-fourth that in B.
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FIGUEE 12. Water-level fluctuations caused by variations in barometric pressure. Urner curve is traced 
from hydrograph made by automatic water-stage recorder on well 32W-2. Lower curve shows barometric 
pressure at town of Lambayeque (30 km west of well 32W-2) inverted and amplified as if registered by a 
water barograph.

Recharging of the aquifer may take place rapidly under favorable 
conditions. The rate of recharge on part of the Tuirdn property 
early in 1958 is shown on another page to have been more than 
76,000 cu m per day. (See section on "Effect of protracted pumping 
on aquifer yield.") The recharge doubtless dropped nearly to zero 
in that locality when irrigation was stopped.

EFFECT OF PUMPING

Pumping water from a well in an unconfined aquifer lowers the 
water level both in the well and in the aquifer adjacent to it and 
creates a cone of depression in the water table. This cone enlarges 
as pumping continues. The depth, diameter, and rate of expansion 
of the cone of depression depend on the rate and duration of the 
pumping and also on the hydraulic properties of the aquifer. The 
cone will reach a condition of apparent stability if the pumping rate 
is constant and is less than the ability of the aquifer to deliver water 
to the well. Actually, however, the cone will continue to expand very 
slowly until it reaches the limits of the aquifer, both horizontally 
and vertically, unless there is recharge to arrest its growth.

If the aquifer is artesian, pumping from it reduces the artesian 
pressure in the vicinity of the well and creates a cone of pressure
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relief observable as lowered water levels in nearby wells in the same 
aquifer. The cone will deepen and will expand more rapidly than one 
in an unconfined aquifer, other conditions being equal (Wenzel, 
1942, p. 99). It was the failure of the cone of depression to expand 
rapidly, in the one pumping test made in the Lambayeque Valley, 
that demonstrated the ground water to be unconfined, not r.rtesian. 
This pumping test is described later in this report.

EFFECT OF PROTRACTED PUMPING OS INDIVIDUAL WELLS

Steady pumping may lead to a gradual increase in the yield of 
wells that have not been fully developed, or it may lead to a decrease 
in yield. The pumping in 1957-58 caused a decrease in discharge rate 
at many of the wells of Hacienda Calupe. The decrease at some wells 
was as much as 75 percent and was just cause for dismay, especially 
if initial tests had promised a large yield. Decreases in discharge 
generally cannot be explained without investigation. The causes are 
hidden in the well, in the pump, or in the aquifer. Among the causes 
are the obstruction of the screen openings by encrustatior or by 
clogging with silt or fine sand or the loss of pump efl&ciency because 
of abrasion where much sand is pumped with the water. Recondition 
ing of well or pump, or both, might in some cases restore par4: of the 
lost discharge.

EFFECT OF PROTRACTED PUMPING ON AQUIFER YIELD

The effect of protracted pumping on the ability of an aquifer to 
deliver water appears in the average discharge rate of a group of irri 
gation wells. The pumping on Hacienda Calupe, although suspended 
several times, was nearly continuous from early June 1957 to early 
March 1958. Most of the interruptions lasted only a few days. The 
longest was 16 days, and the total of the stoppages was only a small 
percentage of the 8-month period being considered. The dominant 
trend in average discharge rate during the first 6 months was 
downward.

The average daily discharge rate per well, in liters per second, 
is shown in figure 13, together with the number of wells being pumped 
each day. The average discharge was obtained from summaries pre 
pared by hacienda engineers from the daily reports of their fieW men. 
Their summaries showed for each day the number of welk being 
pumped and the total pumping rate; that is, the sum of the ind:vidual 
rates. Dividing the total rate by the number of wells yields the av 
erage rate per well, which seems to be a useful index but is an approxi 
mation for the following reasons:
1. Most discharge rates were estimates, because most of the wells 

lacked measuring devices. However, the estimates were made by
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men experienced in estimating the flow of water. Several men and 
many wells were involved, so that the overestimates presumably 
offset the underestimates satisfactorily.

2. A large change in the number of wells being pumped could cause a 
change in average discharge that would be meaningless with 
respect to the aquifer. At times all but a dozen pumps were stopped. 
When this happened, the average discharge rate could rise abruptly 
if all the wells still being pumped were among the better producers, 
or it could decline if they were among the poorer producers. For 
this reason, the sharp fluctuations in figure 13 may not be especially 
significant.

3. The method of reporting fractional days of pumping tended to 
make the average discharge unrealistically low on some days. If a 
pump was operated less than 24 hours in a day, the observed 
pumping rate was adjusted to the 24-hour basis. Thus, a well 
pumped for 12 hours at an observed rate of 30 Ips wa^1 included in 
the summaries at 15 Ips. Enough adjustments of this sort could 
make the average discharge appreciably lower than a true av 
erage of actual pumping rates would have been. As the adjust 
ments would always lower the average, never rais^ it, the low 
points of the diagram probably are less significant than the peaks. 

The peaks in figure 13 show a gradual decline in average discharge 
that occurred between July 15, 1957, and January 5, 195?. This was a 
decline from 26 Ips to about 18 Ips, or a decline of nearly 31 percent. 
It probably was due to lowering of the water table throughout the 
area as the cones of depression enlarged and presumably overlapped, 
thus reducing the thickness of saturated material.

RECHARGE ESTIMATED FROM DISCHARGE RATE

If declining well discharge is due to general lowering of the water 
table, as the foregoing section indicates, an increase hi discharge 
could be due to a rise in the water table. A water table rising in spite 
of heavy pumping could mean replenishment (recharge) greater than 
the withdrawal. This reasoning suggests a method of estimating the 
rate of recharge.

The average discharge rate at Hacienda Calupe increased between 
January 21 and March 9, 1958, somewhat faster than it previously 
had been decreasing (fig. 13). The total increase was 3 Ips or about 
13 percent. The increase may have been due initially to the suspension 
of pumping for 16 days (January 5-21). This suspension permitted 
partial filling of cones of depression and a general rise of the water 
table due to the arrival of water from other parts of the aquifer. 
However, the suspension would have caused only an immediate, 
shortlived increase in discharge unless sustained by recharge at a rate
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greater than the rate of withdrawal. This recharge could have been 
due to infiltration from the irrigated fields. The withdrawal, then, 
partially measures the recharge that was being effected. The with 
drawal was nearly 77,000 cu m per day.

Possibly the increase in average discharge was due to some other 
cause, such as an increase in well efficiency resulting froir progressive 
development at new wells or an increase in the efficiency of pumps and 
motors. But pumps and motors are likely to lose efficiency, not gain 
it, and wells that improve are likely to be offset by those that de 
teriorate. These possible causes, therefore, seem to be less likely than 
recharge by infiltration, and the estimate of 77,000 cu m, or more, 
per day as the amount of recharge seems to be valid.

CAIUPE AQUIFEE TEST

One aquifer test was made in the Lambayeque Valley. It is here 
called the Calupe aquifer test because it was made by pumping a well 
on Hacienda Calupe. Its purpose was to provide a measure of the 
hydraulic properties of the principal aquifer of the locality, so far as 
this could be accomplished by a single test.

The hydraulic properties measured in the test were the transmis- 
sivity and storage coefficient. The transmissivity is related to the 
hydraulic conductivity, which for field use in metric units may be 
expressed as the number of cubic meters of water per day that can 
percolate through each kilometer of the water-bearing bed (measured 
at right angles to the direction of flow) for each meter of thickness 
of the bed and for each meter per kilometer of gradient, at the pre 
vailing temperature of the ground water. The hydraulic conductivity 
multiplied by the thickness of the water-bearing bed gives the trans 
missivity (T).

The storage coefficient (S) of an aquifer is defined as the volume 
of water it releases from or takes into storage per unit surface area 
of the aquifer per unit change in the component of head normal to 
that surface. When the water level in a water-table aquifer declines, 
either naturally or as a result of pumping, water is released from 
storage. This water is derived partly by gravity drainage and partly 
by compression of the water and of the aquifer material in the satu 
rated zone. But as the quantity of water attributable to compressi 
bility is generally negligible, the water comes almost entirely from 
gravity drainage, and the storage coefficient is essentially a measure 
of this drainage. The coefficient may range from 0.05 to 0.30 (Wenzel, 
1942, p. 87; Ferris and others, 1962, p. 78).

When an aquifer refills after being pumped, for example the 
process is reversed but the hydraulic properties of the aquifer are 
the same. Determinations of the transmissivity and storage coeffi-
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cient, therefore, should be identical whether based on the drawdown 
of water level during pumping or on the recovery of water level 
afterward, but in practice they differ for various reasons. These 
differences may be summed up as failure of the conditions of the test 
to match the conditions basic to the formula used in analyzing the 
results (Wenzel, 1942, p. 87-88; Ferris and others, 1962, p. 91-92). 
The conditions applicable to the Calupe aquifer test are described 
below.

LOCATION, TOPOGRAPHY, AND LOCAL CROP

The site of the Calupe aquifer test is near the eastern boundary 
of Hacienda Calupe, about 980 m south of Rio Lambayeque and 
2,320 m north of Rio Reque (pi. 3). The land is flat and slopes evenly 
westward. The fields surrounding the discharge well were being 
plowed and levelled for a new planting of sugarcane at tt<?, time of 
the test; therefore, no crop was transpiring ground wate", and no 
irrigation pumping was in progress in the immediate vicinity.

GEOLOGY AT TEST SITE

The driller's log of the discharge well shows the principal aquifer 
to be 11 m of gravel and coarse sand in the depth interval from 7 to 
18 m (pi. 2, cross section D-D', well 32W-1). Over the aquifer are 
clay and sand that doubtless contribute small quantities of water by 
slow drainage. Under the aquifer are clay and gravel, pr^umably 
so mixed together as to be relatively impermeable, althoMgh these 
materials also may contribute a little water. As judged from drillers' 
logs of nearby wells, the clay content of the aquifer increases west 
ward. For example, the log of a well only 310 m distant to the west 
shows no stratum without included clay.

The logs of most wells and test holes near the discharge well show 
a layer of soil and clay extending from the land surface to a depth 
of 5 or 10 m, but this layer probably is not so impermeable as the 
logs imply. It probably is composed of alternating thin layers of 
clay and fine sand, which the drillers were unable to distinguish as 
layers, together with silty or sandy clay. Logs of hand-auger holes 
(holes D25 and D50) 25 and 50 m from the discharge wrU suggest 
the probable stratification (table 9).

The upper clay layer, although found in a majority of the wells 
in the area, is not continuous. Even the drillers' logs record consider 
able sand in the first 10 m at some wells. At well 32V-6, which is 
284 m north-northwest of the discharge well, the first 8.7 m below 
the land surface is about half sand and half clay (pi. 2, cress section 
D-D'; Schoff and Sayan 1963, p. 39). At well 33W-2, 276 m northeast 
of the discharge well, the first 6 m is sand, and the clay I ^ow it is
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TABLE 9. Logs of auger holes 25 and 50 m from discharge well, Calupe aquifer test

Description of material Thickress Depth
(mete~s) (meters)

Hole D25

Clay, dark-grayish-brown, including a thin sand in first 30 cm;
clay, nearly plastic------_____________________________ 1.8 1.8

Clay, sandy, brownish-gray.______________________________ .2 2. 0
Sand, clayey, and sandy clay, the sand increasing with depth; 

clay made compact ball in the auger, the ball preventing 
the auger from picking up a full load___________________ 36 5.6

Sand, brown, coarse, a few pebbles, not much clay; sample
not retained and hole not maintained below 5.7 m_________ .1 5.7

Hole D50

Clay; water at 0.5 m___________________________ 30 3.0
Sand, fine, brown, clayey.________________________________ .5 3. 5
Clay, sandy_____________________________________________ 20 5.5
Sand, clayey, the sand increasing with depth; pebble or

pebbles at 5.70-5.76 m; sample not retained below 5.8 m___ .3 5. 8

only 2 m thick. The upper clay, therefore, is only an imperfect con 
fining layer at best.

HYDROLOGY AT TEST SITE

Static water levels in wells near the discharge well are 1 or 2 m 
below the land surface when there is no pumping. They are above 
the top of the principal water-bearing stratum, opposite the upper 
clay, except where the clay is absent.

The auger holes 25 and 50 m from the discharge well were started 
in the bottom of a ditch. They were not dry during the penetration of 
the clay layer but instead contained water almost from the start of 
boring.

The ditch itself contained small pools of water, which we~e thought 
to be only puddles left when another well had been discharged into 
the same ditch several days earlier. These pools, however, dried up 
when the discharge well was pumped for the aquifer test. Afterward, 
they reappeared. Hence, they represented the water table.

The water levels, therefore, represent a water table, not a poten- 
tiometric surface. The water table at the site of the test ie a plateau 
in relation to the adjacent rivers, and the cone of depression probably 
was no more than a dimple in its surface. The water trble slopes 
westward about 3.75 m per kilometer (pi. 3). Near the discharge 
well at the time of the test, it was about 4 m above the vrater level 
in Rio Lambayeque. Ground water, therefore, should have been 
discharging into the river, not river water into the aquife". Ground
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water should also have been discharging into Rfo Reque, which is 
lower in altitude than Rio Lambayeque, as well as farther away. The 
water table somewhere between the test site and the Reque slopes 
steeply toward that river, but this slope begins many hundreds of 
meters south of the discharge well and far beyond the edge of the cone 
of depression that was created.

The cone of depression hardly extended to the nearest irrigation 
wells, as will be shown in the section on "Preliminary observations." 
Nor could it have extended to Rio Lambayeque and induced recharge 
there.

The chief possibilities for recharge to the aquifer near the discharge 
well during the aquifer test were at the irrigation canals, which bound 
the site on the north, east, and south (pi. 3). These probably are not 
as water tight as had been assumed. When the one on the north was 
cut off and became dry, the water level in adjacent well 32V-4 abruptly 
declined (fig. 9). This canal probably is too far from the discharge 
well for the seepage from it to have affected the test. The cone of 
depression may have reached only halfway to it. The otter canals 
are nearer the discharge well, and seepage from them, therefore, may 
have been diverted into the cone of depression. This may be especially 
true of the canal south of the discharge well. The ditch that carried 
away the pumped water, although dug in clay, probably leaked 
more than had been anticipated.

DISCHARGE WELL

The discharge well (32W-1) is about 20 m deep and passes entirely 
through the sand and gravel that constitute the principal water 
bearing stratum but not through all the alluvium to end in th°. bedrock 
(pi. 2, cross section D-D'}. The driller's log of this well follows.

Description Thickness Depth
(meters) (meters)

Clay

Gravel and coarse sand _ ._ _ _.
Clay and gravel _ ______________

..._.._____-__-_ 3.6

..._.._-._--_-._ 3.4

.__._..__.__.--_ 11.0

.__-._--_--_--_- 2.2

3.6
7.0

18.0
20.2

The screen in the well is a 10.5 m section of the well casing in which 
286 slots were cut. Its length closely approximates the thickness of 
the water-bearing stratum, and its placement is neither too high nor 
too low. The well doubtless had been fully developed at tl °- time of 
the test, as a result of 10 years of pumping for irrigation. Indeed, the
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gravel and sand immediately adjacent to the screen could hr-ve become 
considerably more permeable than the natural aquifer. On the other 
hand, encrustation accumulated on the screen and in the interstices 
of the sand and gravel could have obstructed the entrance of water 
to the well. The magnitude and net effect of these opposing effects 
were not measurable, but they may not have been importart. The well 
was regarded nearly as good as when new.

The well is cased from the land surface to 18.8 m with 17-mch casing 
and from 18.4 to 20.2 m with 15-inch casing. The pump used in the 
aquifer test was a turbine driven by a V-8 gasoline engine and delivered 
about 36 Ips through an 8-inch discharge pipe that was 3.7 m long.

MEASUREMENT OF WATER LEVEL AND DISCHARGE

Observations of water level in the discharge well were made by 
300-foot steel tape and by air line and pressure gage. The tape gave 
good results to a depth of about 12.2 m, where the sound : ng weight 
caught and often was difficult to withdraw. Below that deith, there 
fore, the water levels are based on the readings of the air line and 
pressure gage. Measurements by both methods were made where 
possible, and these showed that the gage depths were 2.16 m too great. 
This amount, therefore, was subtracted from the gage readings.

Water levels in the auger holes and in the irrigation wells were 
measured with a steel tape. A continuous record of water level in well 
32W-2, which is 310 m west of and down the water-table slope from the 
discharge well, was obtained with a water-stage recorder.

The discharge was measured by means of a manometer r.ttached to 
the discharge pipe about 39.5 cm from its free end. This distance is 
less than ideal, but changing it was impractical.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

Pumping the discharge well had little effect on water levels in 
surrounding irrigation wells, as shown by preliminary observations. 
The well was pumped and water levels were measured for about 19 
hours; then, after a rest of more than a day, the well was pumped 
again for nearly 6 days. The fluctuations of water level caused by 
changes in barometric pressure, as revealed by the hydrogriph of the 
water-level recorder, were nearly as large as the drawdown in a well 
310m from the point of discharge. However, the hydrograpr did show, 
in both pumping periods, declines that probably were drawdown. 
These declines can be demonstrated by comparing the peaks and 
valleys of the hydrograph. The early morning peak water level occurred 
about the time pumping stopped in the first (19-hour) test. This peak 
was lower than the comparable peak for the preceding (pr^pumping)
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day. Especially, it was below the level that could have been attained, 
if the seasonal upward trend had prevailed. The succeed:ng (mid- 
morning) valley also was lower than could have been expected. By 
the next morning the drawdown had shrunk to a few millimeters.

Pumping for 6 days caused greater drawdown at well 32W-2 than 
pumping for 19 hours did, but even this was not large. The seasonal 
upward trend of water level was reversed for 3 or 4 dayr. but the 
drawdown, measured from a projection of this trend, was only 0.035 m. 
The seasonal trend even reasserted itself about 2 days Hfore the 
pumping ended, and the water level began to rise again (fig. 11).

The preliminary pumping seemed to cause small drawdowrs of water 
level in some of the 12 irrigation wells where water levels rrere mea 
sured by steel tape but not in others. The records for these wells are 
sketchy because the measurements were to be infrequent until definite 
drawdown appeared, and as the drawdowns were questionable to the 
end, the frequency was not increased. The maximum range of water- 
level fluctuation in these wells is summarized in table 10.

The pumping rather definitely caused drawdown in weUs 33W-2 
(fig. 14) and 32^-6, which are 276 and 284 m, respectively, from the 
pumped well and which are remote from canals. The hydrographs for 
these two wells parallel rather closely the one made by the recording 
gage at well 32W-2, at a distance of 310 m. Small though the draw 
downs were, they suggest that the radius of the cone of depression 
was greater than 310 m.

TABLE 10. Amplitude of water-level fluctuation shown by tape measi'rements in 
irrigation wells during preliminary pumping, May 23-June 5, 1956

Well

32W-7_ ______
33W-2______.

4
32V-6. _-._..

5-_--__.
33W-1______.

3___.__.
32W-6_----_.

3______.
33V-1______.

2______.
32V-4______.

Distance (meters) and direction 
from discharge well

.__ 268 S __________________

.._ 276 NE___   -____.__   ..

.__ 278 SE_. ._.___._...___._

... 284 N____________ _______

.__ 458 NW___________.___ _

._ 472 ENE____---__.____-_

.__ 490 SE  -_-__-_-__-____

.__ 559SW______--____-___-

.__ 624 W. ______________

... 656NE_______________._

.__ 672 NE__ -----______ ...

.-_ 736NNW_______-_--___.

Proximity to irrigation 
canal

_ Adjacent ___ _____

______do____.___-____.

______do____--__---__.
_do____ _ _ ___.

_ _ _ do_ _ __ _ ___-.
______do___-____.____.

Amplitude 
of fluctua 

tion (meter)

0. 196
.094
. 126
.094
.042
.057
.049
.265
.043
.053
.165
.056

The pumping apparently caused no drawdown at the other two 
wells that are remote from canals, that is, wells 32V-5 (fig. 14) and 
32W-3, at 458 and 624 m, respectively, from the pumped well. In 
these wells there were nearly equal rises in water level amounting
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to slightly more than 4 cm. The conclusion here is that the radius of 
the cone of depression was less than 458 m.

The hydrographs for the wells near canals probably shew mixed 
effects of variations in the amount of seepage from the canals, changes 
in load due to variations in the volume of water in th«. canals, 
and perhaps some drawdown due to the pumping. If the radius of the 
cone of depression was between 310 and 458 m, as indicated above, 
the cone should have extended to wells 32W-7 (fig. 14) and 33W-4, 
at distances of 268 and 278 m. Indeed, it seems to have don^ so. The 
water levels declined somewhat during the pumping and began to 
rise 1 day after the pumping was stopped. They also went over a 
peak in the 2 days just before the end of the pumping. The peak 
itself is no cause for suspicion, but the whole pattern, including the 
peak, appeared at well 32W-6, 559 m from the pumped well, and with 
greater amplitude. This observation raises the questions (1) Whether 
any of these three wells were affected by the pumping, (2) whether 
the cone, contrary to evidence presented above, reached more than 
559 m, and (3) whether all the evidence was valid and the cone was 
very asymmetrical. These questions seem not to be answerable, but 
it seems safe to say that the amount of drawdown in these wells 
cannot be determined from the hydrographs.

Water levels at three other wells, which also are adjacent to canals, 
apparently were not affected by the pumping. These water levels 
declined somewhat at first, but they began to rise 2 days before the 
pumping was stopped (well 33V-1, fig. 14). The wells are from 656 
to 736 m distant from the discharge well and are probably beyond the 
edge of the cone of depression.

The observations of water level in the irrigation wells produced 
no data useful in appraising the hydraulic properties of the aquifer, 
and a way to measure drawdown closer to the discharge well was 
sought. The auger holes were bored for this purpose, although it was 
recognized that they could not be sunk as deeply into tie water 
bearing stratum as they should have for best results.

ADJUSTMENT OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS

The water levels in auger holes D25 and D50 were affected by 
changes in barometric pressure to some extent. An abrupt rise in 
water level that occurred just before the pumping probably was due 
to this cause, as were also some of the irregularities that appeared 
later. The water levels were affected, also, by the seasonal upward 
trend that was in progress. Adjustments were made to correct the 
observed water levels for these effects, but they changed the curves 
for drawdown and recovery only slightly (figs. 15, 16).

The water levels measured by air-pressure gage in the discharge 
well (fig. 17) were corrected for inaccuracy of the gage as previously

349-824 O - 69 - 6
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Well 32 W-l discharging 36 6 liters per second

TTiGUBE 15. Drawdown and recovery of water level in auger hole D25, Calupe aquifer test. June 8-14,1956. 
Recovery is measured from the position the water level would have had if pumping I ad continued.

xx//^^xx//xx/x/xx^/xy/xx>'i
WelK32 W-l^d^ischar^in^36.6 hters per^econd|

FIGUEB 16. Drawdown and recovery of water level in auger hole D50, Calupe aquifer test, June 8-14,1956- 
Recovery is measured from the position the water level would have had if pumping 1 ad continued.
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explained. The drawdown in this well was large in relation to other 
possible errors, which therefore shrank to insignificance.

INTERPRETATION OF TEST

Using the graphical method described by Wenzel (1942, p. 87-89) 
as well as others, observations obtained in the Calupe aquifer test 
were analyzed by means of the nonequilibrium formula of Theis 
(1935, p. 519-524).

The formula is:

In metric units,

.-M^W), (2)

where s is the drawdown in meters,
Q is the rate of discharge of the pumped well in cubic meters

per day, and
Tis the transmissivity in cubic meters per day per meter. 

W(u) is the well function of u, an exponential integral.

The value of u is found by the equation,

Q.25r*S

where r is the distance from the discharge well to the point of observa 
tion in meters, 

t is time in days, 
S is the storage coefficient, 

and other units are as defined above.

Five usable sets of data from the test were available. These were 
the drawdown and the recovery of water level in each of the auger 
holes and the recovery in the discharge well. The drawdown in the 
discharge well was useless because variations in engine speed in the 
first part of the test caused irregularities in discharge and drawdown.

The results from the five sets of data (table 11) provide a useful 
index, but not a precise determination, of the hydraulic properties of 
the aquifer. They differ sufficiently among themselves to make it 
probable that the conditions of the test deviated, in one respect or 
another, from those basic to the Theis formula. Furthermore, the 
Theis formula itself has been shown by Stallman (oral commun., 
1963) not to fit the water-table condition ideally. The results, then, 
suggest an order of magnitude. If their limitations are kept in mind,
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they are useful for estimating what might result from cortinuous 
pumping.

TABLE 11. Results of Calupe aquifer test. Transmissivity, in cubic meters per 
day per meter, and storage coefficient

Based on- 
Coefficient              Average

Drawdown Recovery

Transmissivity (T)
Auger hole D25____________________ 841 695 768
Auger hole D50________________________ 1,093 882 987
Discharge well 32W-1_____________________ 1,068 1,068

Approximate average__________ __________________________ 941
Storage (/S)

Auger hole D25_________________________ 0.092 0.048 0.07
Auger hole D50______________________ .054 .048 .05

Average._______________________________ ________________ .06

The transmissivity, for purposes of estimating, is taken to be 
950 cmd/m (cubic meters per day per meter). This is not the average 
given in table 11, but is close to it. The storage coefficient P taken 
as 0.07, which is the average of the results obtained from the draw 
down and the recovery of water level in hole D25. The results from 
this hole are probably better than those from hole D50 because this 
hole was nearer to the discharge well, and less pumping should have 
been required to achieve satisfactory drawdown and drainage. Pos 
sibly the highest figure shown for storage coefficient (0.09) is too 
low.

ESTIMATED DRAWDOWN

The coefficients derived from the Calupe aquifer test car not be 
extended blindly to all the alluvium of the Lambayeque Valley. 
One aquifer test does not constitute a quantitative study of an 
aquifer unless the aquifer is unusually uniform; one test is merely a 
guidepost or indicator. Nevertheless, the Calupe test first of its 
kind in the Lambayeque Valley and possibly in Peru can be a useful 
preliminary measure of the order of magnitude of the hydraulic 
properties of the alluvial aquifer. Accordingly, the following discussion 
suggests what might result from pumping ground water steadily 
where the transmissivity and storage coefficient are as determined 
in the Calupe test; that is, 950 cmd/m and 0.07, respectively.

The drawdown for any time and any point on the cone of depression 
can be estimated by substituting appropriate coefficients in tH non- 
equilibrium formula. Figure 18 shows by means of curves how the 
drawdown at locations between 100 and 1,000 m from a pumped well 
would increase during a 6-month period if the discharge were 30 Ips,
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DURATION OF PUMPING, IN DAYS

140 160 180

FIGURE 18. Estimated progress of drawdown during 180 days of discharge at 30 Ips fror-> one well tapping 
an aquifer having the transmissivity and storage coefficient determined in the Crlupe aquifer test- 
Distances (r) from the pumped well.

if the aquifer constants were those of the Calupe aquifer test, and if 
there were no recharge. The curves make it plain that the decline of 
water level is most rapid during the early stages of pumping.

Figure 19 shows the drawdown at distances between 100 and 4,000 
m after 6 months of pumping one well at 10 Ips and 30 Ips, provided 
that no recharge or natural discharge were to occur meanwhile and 
that no nearby wells were being pumped. As the drawdown at any 
given point within the cone of depression is directly proportional to 
the rate of discharge, figure 19 can be applied also to other discharge 
rates. Thus, the drawdown at any place will be twice a^ great for a 
discharge of 20 Ips as it is for 10 Ips.

The effect of pumping a group of wells can also I ? predicted, 
although the more wells there are and the more unequal the distances 
between them, the more complicated the computation becomes. 
Consider a central well surrounded by other wells arranged in two 
concentric circles. All wells tap the same aquifer, wlich has the 
coefficients determined in the Calupe test. All but the central well 
are to be pumped steadily at 30 Ips for 6 months. The inner circle 
consists of 6 wells that are 300 m from the central well ard are spaced
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FIGURE 19. Estimated drawdown at the end of ISO days of continuous discharge at 10 Ips ard 30 Ips, at 
locations between 100 and 4,000 m distant from the discharging well.

about 300 m apart along the circumference. (This distance, 300 m, 
is approximately the average distance between wells in the eastern 
part of Hacienda Calupe.) Figure 19 shows that, for each pumped 
well, 6 months of pumping will cause 0.9 m of drawdown at a distance 
of 300 m. At the central well, therefore, the combined drawdown of 
these six wells will be 6X0.9=5.4 m.

The outer circle has a radius of 600 m and consists of 32 wells 
about 300 m apart along the circumference. Figure 19 shows that a 
discharge of 30 Ips will cause, at a distance of 600 m, a drawdown of 
0.6 m. The total drawdown at the central well caused by pumping 
the wells of the outer circle will be 12X0.6=7.2 m. Adding tb<j draw 
down effect of the inner circle of wells brings the total to 12.6 m. If 
the central well also is pumped, its own discharge will easily send its 
water level to the 15- to 17-m levels common in the Calupe irrigation 
wells during protracted pumping.

The preceding assumed conditions are simpler than those that 
prevail when 50 or 60 wells are being pumped simultaneously. To the 
drawdown created in any given well by pumping from it must be 
added the drawdown caused by all other wells discharging in the 
vicinity. Although one well discharging 10 Ips for 6 months wrll cause 
only 0.066 m of drawdown at a point 4,000 m distant (fig. 19), 50 
wells at the same distance and rate of pumping would cause 3.3 m of 
drawdown. As the wells of Hacienda Calupe where most numerous 
are not 4,000 m apart but about 300 m and as their average d^charge 
rate is not 10 Ips but nearly 20 Ips, the cumulative effect of pumping
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all of them at once is obviously great. If it were not that substantial 
recharge results from infiltration of the irrigation water, the pumping 
of 50 wells probably could not be sustained, as it has been, for 6 
months.

COMPOSITION OF GROUND WATTR

All natural waters contain dissolved mineral matter in quantities 
that depend on the type of rock or soil through which the waters have 
passed, the length of time of contact, and the pressure r.nd tempera 
ture conditions. In addition, human activities, such as the diversion 
and use of water for irrigation of croplands and for many other 
purposes and the disposal of sewage and industrial waste into streams 
and wells, alter the composition of water.

The chemical character of ground water from wells in the Lam- 
bayeque Valley is suggested by 10 analyses presented in table 12. 
Two analyses by the U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C., rep 
resent samples collected 30 minutes after the beginning, and just 
before the end, of the Calupe aquifer test. Analyses by other labora 
tories have been restated in ionic form.

The analyses represent the area from Huaca Blanca, which is a 
few kilometers upstream from the eastern boundary of the mapped 
area, downstream to Chiclayo. From left to right in the table, they are 
in downstream order, an arrangement that reveals a crude pattern of 
increasing mineralization in the downstream direction. This is shown 
also in figure 20. The pattern is imperfect, partly because wells at 
Chiclayo probably do not tap strata that are strictly equivalent to 
those in wells upstream, but a trend is apparent. The dissolved solids, 
silica, bicarbonate, sulfate, and sodium increase downstream. On the 
other hand, the amount of calcium and the hardness decrease down 
stream, although irregularly because the water from well 39Q-2 is 
less mineralized than its location in the valley calls for. The increase 
in sodium probably is due to ion exchange at the expense of calcium.

SUITABILITY OF WATER FOR IRRIGATION

Several factors in addition to mineral content determine whether 
water is suitable for irrigation use. Among them are tie amount of 
water applied to the soil, the amount and distribution of rain, the 
drainage, and the physical and chemical character of tte soil. If the 
concentration is not excessive, some dissolved salts favor plant growth, 
but others are harmful to plants or to soils. The total concentrations 
of dissolved salts in water range from a few to many thousand milli 
grams per liter, but in most irrigation waters are in the range of 100 
to 1,500 mg/1 (milligrams per liter).

The U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff (1954, p. 69-81) stated that the 
most important characteristics of water for irrigation ere: (1) total
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FIOUEE 20. Map showing by means of diagrams the changes in concentration of the principal ions in ground
water in Lambayeque Valley.

concentration of soluble salts, (2) relative proportion of sodium to 
other cations, (3) concentration of boron or other elements that may 
be toxic, and (4) under some conditions, the bicarbonate concentration 
as related to the concentration of calcium plus magnesium. Their 
system for classifying irrigation water on the basis of electrical con 
ductivity and sodium content is explained in the following paragraphs.

The total concentration of soluble salts can be adequately expressed 
for purposes of diagnosis and classification in terms of electrical 
conductivity, which is useful because it can be readily and precisely 
determined.

Waters with conductivity below 750 micromhos per centimeter 
generally are satisfactory for irrigation insofar as salt content is 
concerned, although salt-sensitive crops may be adversely affected 
by use of waters having conductivity in the range of 250 to 750 
micromhos per centimeter. Waters in the range of 750 to 2,250 
micromhos per centimeter are widely used, and satisfactory crops are 
obtained under good management and favorable drainage conditions, 
but saline conditions will develop if leaching and drainage are not
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adequate. Successful use of waters with conductivity above 2,250 
micromhos per centimeter is exceptional. Only the more salt-tolerant 
crops can be grown with such waters, and then only if the water is 
used copiously and if the subsoil drainage is good.

The relative proportion of sodium is best expressed by the sodium- 
adsorption ratio (SAR). The soluble inorganic constituents of irriga 
tion waters react with soils as ions rather than as molecules, and the 
alkali hazard is determined by the absolute and relative conren- 
trations of the cations. If the proportion of sodium is high, the alkali 
hazard is high; and conversely, if calcium and magnesium predomi 
nate, the hazard is low.

The SAR of a soil solution has advantages as an index of the sodium 
or alkali hazard because it is simply related to the adsorption of sodium 
by the soil. This ratio is defined by the equation:

where Na+, Ca++, and Mg*4" represent concentrations in milli- 
equivalents per liter.

Four classes of water are recognized on the basis of the SAR:

51. Water with a low content of sodium is usable for irrigation on 
almost all soils with little danger of accumulating harmful 
quantities of exchangeable sodium. However, sodium-sensitive 
crops may accumulate injurious concentrations.

52. Water with a medium content of sodium involves an appreciable 
sodium hazard in fine-textured soils having high cation- 
exchange capacity, especially where leaching is inadequate, 
unless the soil contains gypsum. This class of water may be 
used on coarse-textured or organic soils having good 
permeability.

53. Water with a high content of sodium may lead to harmful 
quantities of exchangeable sodium in most soils but may be 
controlled by good drainage, liberal leaching, and the addition 
of organic matter. Gypsiferous soils, however, may accumulate 
harmful quantities of exchangeable sodium from such waters.

54. Water with a very high content of sodium is generally unsatis 
factory for irrigation except at low and perhaps medium 
salinity, where the solution of calcium from the soil or the use 
of gypsum or other additives may make these waters usable.

Four classes of water also are recognized on the basis of electrical 
conductivity (salinity):

Cl. Water of low salinity is usable for irrigation with most crops 
on most soils. Some leaching is required, but the leaching
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incidental to normal irrigation is sufficient, except in soils of 
extemely low permeability.

C2. Water of medium salinity can be used if there is moderate leach 
ing. Plants having a moderate salt tolerance generally can be 
grown without special salinity control.

C3. Water of high salinity cannot be used on soils having poor 
drainage. Special management for salinity control may be 
required, even with adequate drainage, and the plants should 
have good salt tolerance.

C4. Water of very high salinity ordinarily is not suitable for irriga 
tion, but may be used occasionally if the soils are permeable, 
the drainage is adequate, the irrigation water is applied in 
excess to provide considerable leaching, and very salt-tolerant 
crops are grown.

Combining the four SAR classes with the four conductivity 
(salinity) classes makes a total of 16 possible classes, as shown in 
figure 21. From the SAR and electrical-conductivity values used as 
coordinates, a point showing the quality classification of a water is 
found on the diagram. The first water sample from well 32W-1 had 
an electrical conductivity of 739 micromhos per centimeter and an 
SAR of 0.8 and accordingly is in class C2-S1.

The electrical conductivity was not reported in the analyses of 
water from other wells, but it may be estimated from the total dis 
solved solids (U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff, 1954, fig. 21, p. 21). The 
estimated conductivities for water from wells HB5 and HB8 are about 
400 micromhos per centimeter and 500 micromhos per centimeter, 
respectively, and their SAR values are less than 1, so that they fall in 
class C2-S1. But the estimated conductivity for the mixed sample from 
wells 11W-1 and 11W-2 is about 2,300 micromhos per centimeter 
and the SAR is 11 values that make the class C4-S3.

Boron is essential to the normal growth of all plants, but the 
quantity required is small. A deficiency of boron produces striking 
symptoms in many plants. On the other hand, boron is toxic to 
sensitive plant's, and the concentration that will kill them may 
approximate the concentration required for normal growth of the 
very tolerant plants. Lemons show definite, and at times, economi 
cally important injury when irrigated with water containing 1 mg/1 
of boron, whereas alfalfa will make a maximum growth with 1 to 
2 mg/1 of boron. Scofield (1936) proposed the limits for boron shown 
in table 13.

TEMPERATURE OF GROUND WATER

The temperature of a ground-water supply is important if the water 
is to be used for industrial cooling processes or for air conditioning, but
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FIGUEE 21. Diagram for classifying irrigation waters (from U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff, 1954), show 
ing classification of waters from several wells in the Lambayeque Valley.

within the ordinary natural range it is not especially important in 
irrigation use. Temperatures about 24°C are the most common in the 
ground water of the Lambayeque Valley (table 14). The lowest and 
highest observed by the authors of this report were 23.9°C and 28.3° 
C, respectively.
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TABLE 13. Permissible limits, in milligrams per liter, for boron in several classes of
irrigation water

Classes of 
water

Excellent
Good__ ___ __ __ ___-_.
Permissible _ _ _
Doubtful _ __ _ _ _ _
Unsuitable _

Sensitive 
crops

______ <0. 33
_____ 0.33 to .67
_ __ _ .67 to 1.00

1. 00 to 1. 25
______ >1. 25

Semitolerant 
crops

<0.67
0. 67 to 1. 33
1. 33 to 2. 00
2. 00 to 2. 50

>2.50

Tolerant 
crops

<1.00
1. 00 to 2. 00
2. 00 to 3. 00
3. 00 to 3. 75

>3.75

TABLE 14. Temperature of ground water from wells in the Lambayeque Valley,
1956-57

Well

16K_________
17N_________
19K_________
25V-4________
25W-1_______
25W-3__ _____
30V-6________
30W-1_______
30X-5_______
31V-2________
31V-4_ __ _
31W-1____ _ .
3lW-5_______.
3lW-8_______.
3lW-9_______.
32V-2 _ _____
32V-5________.
32W-1 _______
32W-3 _ __ _

Temperature (°C)

28. 3
27. 2
28. 1
23. 9
24. 4
23. 9
23. 9
24.4
24. 2
23. 9
24.2
24.4
23. 9
24. 2
23. 9
23.9
24. 4
24. 4
24. 4

Date

1-25-56
1-25-56
1-25-56
1-26-56
1-26-56
1-26-56
2-14-57
1-18-56
1-19-56
2-14-57
2-14-57
2-14-57
2-14-57
2-14-57
2-14-57
2-14-57
2-14-57
2-14-57
2-14-57

Well

32W-4 __ __
32W-5______
32W-6
32X-1 ______
32X-4______
32X-5___-__
32X-10 _
33V-1_______
33V-2_ _____
33W-1______
33W-2 _____
33W-3 _____
33X________
37R__-_-___
38Q-2_______
38Q-3  ____
38R-___--__
40R________

Temperature <°C)

24.2
24. 4
24. 4
24. 4
24. 4
24.2
24.4
24.4
23.9
24.4
24.4
24. 4
24.4
25
27
27
25 _
27 2

Date

1-20-56
2-14-57
2-14-57
2-13-57
2-13-57
2-13-57
2-13-57
2-14-57
2-14-57
1-18-56
1-18-56
2-14-57
2-13-57
1-26-56

WATER DEVELOPMENT

The development of ground water in the Lambayeque Valley, as of 
1958, had been accomplished principally for irrigation and mainly by 
means of drilled wells, although the early irrigation wells were hand 
dug. Some of the dug wells were highly successful. The Tulipe well 
(37K), dug in 1915 for Sociedad Pucala, was still being used in 1956, 
although it no longer was a big producer. Dug well 35S, on Hacienda 
P&tapo, was equipped with two turbine pumps that were reported to 
discharge 235 Ips (fig. 22). But despite such successes, the new wells 
in the 1950's were being put down by machine.

Few wells and only small quantities of ground water are used for 
purposes other than irrigation. The Hospital del Seguro Social del 
Empleado and the Compania Peruana de Alimentos L&cteos, S.A., 
both in Chiclayo, are the principal nonirrigation users of ground water.
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FIGUEE 22. Dug well 85S, Hacienda Patapo. Two turbine pumps were discharging 235 Ips.
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Most other water needs in the area are met with surface water. Water 
for domestic use, including the water from public water systems and 
water for stock use, comes mainly from rivers. Some rural residents 
use well water, but many depend on water from the nearest irrigation 
ditch, most of which is surface water.

PUBLIC WATER SUPPLIES

The major public supplies of water in the Lambayeque Valley are 
obtained from surface sources, but a few of the smaller ones are 
drawn from ground water. The supplies for Chiclayo and Lambayeque 
are taken from Rio Lambayeque. Each city has its own treatment 
plant. Pimentel gets water from Chiclayo through a pipelire, and 
Santa Rosa gets water from Pimentel by truck. Reque and Monsefu 
depend on water transported in cans from Rio Reque. Ferrenrfe gets 
water from a filtration gallery that passes under a canal carrying 
water from Taymi canal, which is fed from Rio Chancay. But Puerto 
Eten and Villa Eten rely on a well 30 m deep in Villa Eten. The rather 
large populations of some of the haciendas, among them Patapo, 
Tuman, and Mamape, are in part supplied with well water.

WELL-DRILLING METHODS

Wells have been drilled in the Lambayeque Valley by both the 
percussion and the hydraulic-rotary methods, but the majority have 
been put down by percussion. Most wells are cased to the bottom 
and have screens made by slotting the casing after installation. Some 
wells have been gravel packed.

WELL DRILLING BY NEGOCIACI6N TUMlN

Well-drilling operations were in progress in the valley, chiefly by or 
for the sugar enterprises, Tuman, Pomalca, and Pucala, throughout 
the fieldwork for this investigation. The operations of TumSn were 
the most elaborate, because they included preliminary test drilling. 
These operations are described below.

Negociacitfn Tuman contracted with the Servicio Cooperativo Inter- 
americano de Produccitfn de Alimentos (SCIPA) for the drilling of 
the test holes. The Servicio was an agricultural service agency operated 
jointly by the Peruvian and United States governments under the 
program of international cooperation. Well drilling was one of its 
functions.

The drilling was done by the hydraulic-rotary method l^tween 
July 1, 1953, and August 1, 1955, all under the same crew chief. A 
total of 155 test holes, aggregating 3,401 linear meters, was drilled. 
Fifty-three test holes were drilled north of Rio Lambayeque (Hacienda
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Tumdn) and 98 were drilled between the Rios Lambayeque and Reque 
(Hacienda Calupe). The remaining four test holes were drilled to test 
areas outside the Lambayeque Valley.

Many of the test sites proved to be favorable, especially on Hacienda 
Calupe, and the Negociacidn made a contract with a commercial 
drilling company, Agricola-Comercial-Industrial, S.A. (ACISA), for 
the drilling of production wells. This company between February 
1954 and November 1956 drilled 91 wells by the percussion method 
(fig. 23). The Negociacidn then contracted with SCIPA for six more 
bringing the total to 97.

Of the 97 production wells, 81 were to be used in irrigat: on, two were 
for potable water supplies, and 14 were abandoned as dry holes. All 
were cased with 15-inch casing, which was perforated at appropriate 
depths after installation.

The drillers submitted logs of the strata penetrated in each test 
hole and each production well. The engineering department of the 
Negociacidn then prepared graphic logs showing not only the strata 
but also the position of the perforated section of casing and the number 
of openings in it. Many of these logs carried notations on the yield 
and drawdown obtained in the initial and subsequent pumping tests 
of the well.

COMPARISON OF DRILLERS' LOGS

Comparison of test-hole logs with the logs of production wells 
drilled at the same sites for Negociacion Tumdn reveals many dis 
crepancies and suggests that test drilling, even when conscientiously 
done, may be misleading. It is not a sure guarantee that a well will 
produce.

Two holes first a test hole and then a production well were 
drilled at 69 sites, 61 of which were on Hacienda Calupe and eight 
were on Hacienda Tuman. The logs of the 61 Calupe te?t holes indi 
cated that, on the average, the water-bearing strata would be found in 
the depth interval from 8.7 to 15 m below the land surface. The logs 
of the production wells, however, indicated the depth interval to be 
from 11.3 to 18 m. The test holes indicated the average thickness of 
water-bearing materials to be 5.5 m, but the production wells indicated 
6.3 m. The difference in thickness is 0.8 m (15 percent). At some sites 
the discrepancies were very great; for example, only 1 m of water 
bearing material was recorded in the test hole, but 12m v^ere recorded 
in the production well. An extreme case of contradictory drillers' 
logs is illustrated in figure 24.

The logs of the eight test holes on Hacienda Tuman showed, on the 
average, that water-bearing strata would be found in the depth 
interval from 8 to 14.2 m, but the logs of the production wells indicated 
the depth interval to be 9.9 to 17.4 m. The test holes indicated an
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FIGURE 23. One of the irrigation wells drilled for Negociacion Tunam in the mid-1950's. Electric cable for 
submersible turbine pump "is at left. Steel tape used in measuring water level has been lowered in nipple 
through which an air line was to be installed.
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Soil

TEST HOLE 30V-4 

Static water level

Clay, with a very little fine sand

_ Sand, yellowish-white, coarse; 
a little fine sand

Sand, fine to coarse, and fine 
to coarse gravel

_ Gravel, fine to coarse, and a 
little fine to coarse sand

Gravel, with a little clay

Gravel, fine to coarse, and sand: 
large circulation loss

  Gravel with much clay

!'."

?&f°

A ?.?, 

3*"2;S
)OO«c

PRODUCTION WELL 30V-4

Static water level 

Soil

Clay

Clay with a little fine sand

Clay with fine sand

Clay with coarse sand 

Clay

Clay with gravel and a little sand

Clay with coarse sand

Clay with a little sand

FIGTJEE 24. Contradictory drillers' logs for the same location. Test hole 30V-4 (left), drilled by the 
hydraulic-rotary method, suggests the presence of about 10 m of water-bearing sand and gravel, promis 
ing a high yield. Production well 30V-4 (right), drilled by the percussion method, suggests almost 
complete lack of water-bearing strata.

average of 5.1 m of water-bearing material, but the production wells 
indicated 7.2 m. The difference is 2.1 m (40 percent).

The proportion of water-bearing material reported in the first 20 
m below the land surface on Hacienda Tuman was 26 percent in the 
test holes, but it was 36 percent in the production wells.

The discrepancies described above are due to many causes, some 
of which are:
1. Different drilling methods yield drill cuttings of different appear 

ance and physical character from the same strata.
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2. When muddy or clayey sand is penetrated in hydraulic-rotary 
drilling, the clay will disappear into the drill fluid, c.nd the 
driller may describe the cuttings as "sand," thus implying 
greater permeability than is actually the case.

3. Some mixed samples can be described as well by one set of terms 
as another. A mixture of sand and clay may be described either 
as clayey sand, suggesting a degree of permeability, or a<* sandy 
clay, suggesting relative impermeability.

4. Different drillers will describe the same strata in different ways, 
according to their knowledge of rock materials and their 
experience.

5. The same driller may describe similar strata in rather different 
terms because of accidental differences in sample collection and 
sometimes because of subtle, subconscious factors.

6. In percussion drilling, all the strata penetrated in a depth of 1 or 2 
m will become mixed together by the bit, pending cleaning of the 
well by bailing. The mixed materials will be described as one, 
unless the driller has distinguished changes in strata from the 
action of the drill.

The discrepancies in drillers' logs make interpretation of the logs 
uncertain and probably uneven. No one can determine from the log 
alone how much permeable material is included in a stratum described 
as sand and clay translatable as permeable and impermeable but 
often this is the best description a driller can give for the samples 
taken from alternating thin layers. The authors of this report, when 
summing up the amounts of permeable and impermeable strata, 
necessarily have made assumptions and adopted arbitrary procedures. 
To them, therefore, may be attributed some part of the apparent 
differences between test-hole and production-well logs.

EFFECTIVENESS OF TEST DRILLING

The effectiveness of test drilling is not readily appraised. It depends 
on planning and management as much as on the skill and experience 
of drill crews. The test drilling is intended to locate the aquifer or 
aquifers so that production wells may be constructed where th*^ strata 
will yield water most freely. It is intended to eliminate the drilling 
of dry holes at unfavorable sites and to promote efficient well-field 
operation through good spacing of production wells. Enough test 
holes should be drilled to develop the essential hydrologic facts in 
each situation, but not so many should be drilled that their cost 
absorbs or exceeds the potential savings. Whether testing in specific 
situations attains the foregoing objectives is often clouded by inability 
to demonstrate how much the efficiency of the well or well f eld has 
been increased or even to demonstrate that it has been increased at
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all. The efficiency that might have been achieved without testing 
cannot be known. Whether the cost of test drilling is tess than the 
probable cost of dry holes not drilled also is hard to demonstrate 
convincingly. Results in two different locations that presumably are 
similar geologically and hydrologically, one of them test drilled and 
the other not, may be compared, but there usually are enough differ 
ences between the areas or the procedures to create dout ts about the 
validity of the comparison. Although the results attained by Ne- 
gociaci6n Tuman might be compared with those of Pomalca and 
Pucala, where test drilling was not done, the comparison lacks con 
viction because full information on the failures at Pomalca and Pucala 
is lacking. Hence, the effectiveness of the Tuman testing cannot 
really be gaged, though the following observations are srggestive.

Many sites were abandoned after test drilling. No production well 
followed the test hole at 82 sites. This is 54 percent of tl e 151 tested 
sites in the Lambayeque Valley, and it implies that subsurface con 
ditions proved to be unsatisfactory at more than half the locations 
considered. Potentially, 82 dry holes or £>oor producers were never 
drilled, although admittedly a few good sites may have been passed 
up because of considerations not related to subsurface strata. If it is 
assumed that the test drilling reliably disclosed the information that 
was sought, the plausible conclusion is that the testing saved money 
because test holes cost less than production wells.

But the test drilling did not eliminate dry holes. Sixteen percent 
of the production wells that were preceded at the same site by test 
holes were ultimately abandoned. If the test-hole information really 
controlled management's decision to proceed with a production well, 
the conclusion is that, at these sites, the testing missed its objective.

The results seem to have been better, at least superficially, where 
no test holes were drilled. Only seven percent of the production wells 
drilled without benefit of previous testing were failures. And in them, 
the average thickness of permeable strata was 1 m greater than in 
wells preceded by test holes, although for no obvious reason the 
average maximum yield on test was 3.3 Ips less (table 15). But the 
apparent success of these wells is not all accident. Most of them are 
at locations intermediate between, and only a few hundred meters 
from, successful production wells, or they were between favorable 
test holes. Actually, therefore, normal testing procedure had been 
followed, and the percentage of failures among these wells perhaps 
should be regarded as high, not low.

The concentration of test holes in the eastern part of Hacienda 
Calupe logically raises the question, Were so many test holes neces 
sary? The test holes, where most concentrated, were only 260 to 360 m 
apart. Elsewhere, they were as much as 400 m apart, not counting
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TABLE 15. Comparison of production wells drilled on sites of test holes with pro 
duction wells drilled at untested sites, Negociacidn Tuman

Production wells

Not preceded Preceded by 
by test hole test hole

Failures_______________.__________________percent__ 7 16
Average thickness of permeable strata________-__-__m__ 7. 1 6. 1
Average maximum yield on test_______-__-____-_-_lps__ 28. 7 32

some large gaps between groups of wells, which may purposeT y have 
been left untested. It would be easy to assert that fewer test holes 
would have produced nearly equivalent information, but not easy 
to prove this assertion in the face of the well known general variability 
of alluvium, and the demonstrated variations, in the fields of Tuman, 
between some adjacent locations. Probably many of the tert holes 
were needed and worth while, although here and there saving? might 
have been made by eliminating some test holes and rearranging
others.

WELL DRILLING BY OTHERS

In addition to the drilling operations of Negociaci6n Tumdn, there 
was in the period 1956-58 considerable well drilling by others. Sociedad 
Agricola Pomalca and Sociedad Agricola Pucala both owned two 
percussion well-drilling machines and operated them with their own 
crews. A commercial well-drilling company based in Chiclayo, the 
Empresa Perforadora, Sociedad An6nima (EPSA), also was operating 
a percussion drill. These operators followed procedures normal to 
percussion drilling. They generally did not make a test hole, but 
drilled, cased, and tested a production well, which was put to use if 
results were satisfactory. Gravel packing of such wells was a standard 
practice, and one operator, at least, routinely had each well surged 
before the initial testing.

WELL SCREENS

A well screen is a section of the well casing that has holes through 
which water may enter the well. The selection and installation of 
well screen is not a simple matter. A well screen, to be efficient, 
should have openings appropriate to the size of the mineral grains 
of the water-bearing strata, should have enough area in operings to 
admit the desired quantity of water without excessive turbuler ce, and 
should be placed in the well opposite the water-bearing stratum or 
strata.

Some well screens consist only of well casing in which holes have 
been cut, often at the well site. In very light casing, such as galvan 
ized iron, the holes may be cut by hacksaw. In heavier iron or steel
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casing, they may be cut by oxyacetylene torch before installation 
of the casing in the well. They may also be cut after installation by 
means of a knife that is lowered inside the casing to the desired 
depth. The knife has been used in many of the wells in the Lam- 
bayeque Valley. It has the disadvantage that the operator, being 
unable to see the opening he has made, cannot know how large it 
is and sometimes cannot even be sure that he has made one. All 
these methods make openings that cannot easily be varied in size 
and, therefore, that may be inappropriate to the size of the mineral 
grains. They are generally too large, unless the water-bearing strata 
happen to consist of gravel.

A factory-made well screen has uniform openings, which in one 
screen may be small, for use in sand, and in another screen may be 
large, for use in gravel. The screen may be constructed of metals 
especially selected to minimize corrosion. Such screens are more 
efficient, and are likely to last longer, than the screens described in 
the preceding paragraph, but their initial cost is greater.

A well screen should be opposite (exposed to) the water-bearing 
stratum or strata, if it is to let the water into the well efficiently, 
but the length of screen need not equal the thickness of the strata 
(Johnson Drillers' Journal, 1956). Where the water is under pressure, 
screen should generally be placed opposite the lower 70 to 80 per 
cent of the strata, if maximum yield with minimum drawdown is to 
be obtained. Where the water is not under pressure, less screen is 
necessary. The water is drained from the upper part of the water 
bearing stratum, and screen opposite this part would do no good. 
No more than the lower half need be screened in strata ranging in 
thickness from 3 to 15 m.

The effectiveness with which screen was placed in the wells of 
Negociaci6n Tuman is suggested by table 16, which compares screen 
placement to the position of the water-bearing strata as identified 
by the authors from the drillers' logs of the production wells. Com 
parison to the test-hole logs is not made because a well driller is not 
likely to install screen in a well on the basis of a previous driller's 
log. He will install it according to his own observations of the well 
under construction. Part A of the table shows that, on the average, 
83 percent of the thickness of water-bearing material was screened. 
It shows also that, 011 the average, 84 percent of the screen was 
placed opposite water-bearing material. Part B shows ttat, although 
only 10 percent of the wells have all the screen effectively placed, 
38 percent of them have between 75 and 100 percent of the screen 
so placed.

Table 16 suggests how effectively the screens were bemg installed 
in wells under the conditions that prevailed in the late 1950's in the
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TABLE 16. Screen effectiveness. Placement of well screen compared to position of 
water-bearing strata as identified in drillers' logs of production wells, Negodacidn 
Tumdn

A. Water-bearing strata in relation to screens

Minimum Maximum Average

Percent of strata screened._________________ 21 100 83
Percent of screen opposite strata ____________ 14 100 84

B. Screen effectiveness, by wells

Production
Effectiveness of screen (percent) wells

(percent)

100---_----.____________-___________-______--_--_-_-__-_-_-_ 10
75-100-________________________________________________________ 28
50-75__________________________________________________________ 27

-__-__--_____________-__________-____-_______-_-__--____ 35

Lambayeque Valley. Those were the ordinary conditions of well 
drilling under contract. Screen effectiveness in the table means only 
that more or less of the screen is opposite water-bearing materials, 
the details of restricting the screen to the lower part of that zone 
having been neglected. The table suggests that, despite a. rather 
considerable expenditure for test drilling and the logging of the 
production wells, not all the screen achieved its purpose.

The practical effectiveness of the well screens is measured approxi 
mately by the quantity of water obtained per unit of screen length; 
that is, well discharge divided by meters of installed screen. This 
quantity, here called screen unit yield, is a clue to the length of screen 
required to obtain a desired discharge, but it is not precise because 
it depends on several variables, some of which are usually umneasur- 
able. Comparison with an "ideal" screen unit yield is imoossible 
because the permeability of the water-bearing stratum one of the 
controlling factors differs from well to well and usually is not known, 
or at least its share in controlling the discharge of a well is not known. 
Except in a truly uniform aquifer, the "ideal" screen unit ySld will 
differ from well to well. It is probably safe to say that the screen 
unit yield in most wells is less than the ideal. The screen the-t is too 
long will have a unit yield lower than it should be, because the obtain 
able yield will have to be distributed to more length than is necessary. 
The screen that is too short, or has openings too small, or is misplaced 
in the well, will have a unit yield lower than it should be, because 
the screen cannot admit all the available water. Likewise, if the 
pump is incapable of lifting all the water, the unit yield will \>«, lower 
than it could be.
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The screen unit yield, determined in the initial pumping tests of 
the wells, ranged from about 2 to about 16 Ips/m (liters per second 
per meter) of screen, but declined about half (0.8 to 7.1 Ips/m) under 
regular irrigation pumping. The average screen unit yield, based 
on the pumping tests, was 4.9 Ips/m, and in regular uee, it was 2.5 
Ips/m. The number of wells having screen unit yields of eight different 
magnitudes is shown in table 17.

TABLE 17. Screen unit yield of 31 irrigation wells of Negociac^n Tumdn

Number of wells 
Screen unit yield (Ips/m)

On initial In regular 
test use

<1
1 O 1

2   3 o
Q A. Q

4  5_ _ 5
5-6_-_-_- ______ _ -_-.__ __ 5__.
6   7 _ _ _ 5
>7__--_____-________________________________________._ 2

1
14

7
5
3

1

AQUIFER UNIT YIELD

The probable yield of a well in a water-bearing stratum of given 
thickness is a matter of prime interest to both well owner and well 
driller. The yield cannot be predicted with much confidence when 
only the thickness is known, but an estimate can be made where 
information from other wells is available. If the avenge well dis 
charge per meter of thickness of water-bearing stratum here called 
aquifer unit yield is known, this average need only b°, multiplied 
by the thickness of water-bearing stratum in a newly drilled well 
to obtain an approximate, but useful, estimate of the probable dis 
charge of the well. The estimate assumes, of course, that the well 
being completed is to be similar in construction and ir the type of 
pump to the wells included in the average.

The aquifer unit yield measured in liters per secord per meter 
of thickness depends directly on the permeability of the aquifer, 
but it depends also on well construction and pump capacity and 
efficiency. A well badly screened or a screen partly obstructed may 
admit much less water than the aquifer is capable cf delivering. 
Likewise, a pump that is too small does no justice to either the well 
or the aquifer. The less permeable the aquifer, the mor^ likely it is 
that well and pump can take all the water delivered to them; but the 
better the aquifer, the more likely it is that less water is brought to 
the surface than might be. The aquifer unit yield, therefore, is likely 
to be too low rather than too high, provided of course thr.t the aquifer
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has been accurately logged and identified and that the discharge 
has been accurately measured.

The aquifer unit yield should decrease under protracted pumping 
from an unconfined aquifer because the water table is lowered by the 
pumping, reducing the thickness of saturated materials. An adjust 
ment might be made by taking into account the amount of water-table 
decline, as determined from water-level measurements, but tljis would 
be tedious, uncertain, and perhaps not worth while. The magnitude of 
the decline is itself worth knowing. The aquifer unit yield of 31 
irrigation wells ranged widely: from 1.4 to 31.3 Ips/m of thickness, as 
calculated from initial pumping tests, and from 0.9 to 14 Ips/m at the 
end of the pumping season. The averages were 6.7 Ips/m on test and 
3.5 Ips/m after protracted pumping. Hence, an average well drawing 
water from 6 m of water-bearing stratum can be expected to yield, 
under ordinary operating conditions, about 21 Ips. The number of 
wells having unit yields of eight different magnitudes is shown in 
table 18.

TABLE 18. Aquifer unit yield of 81 irrigation wells of Negociacidn Tum&n

Number of wells 
Aquifer unit yield

(Ips/m) On initial In regular
test use

<!____   ______________________
l-2__-__--___-__________ ________
2-3 __ _________________________
3-4_____._______. _______________
4-5_____________. _______________
5-6-___-_-___-----___-_-________
6-7.____. -___--_-__-__._________
>7____-________._______________

___-_____-_____-___-_-_ 1
______ _ ___ _____ 2

_______________________ 4
_______________________ 5 __-
_-_-_____-_____-___---. 5
_--__________-_____---- 6 -__
_______-_-___-_-___---- 8

2
6
8
9

4

2

PUMPING PRACTICE

Pumping practices are a clue to the probable total pumpage in the 
Lambayeque Valley. Pumping for irrigation is seasonal and varies 
inversely with the availability of river water. It probably varies with 
the growth of crops, but not markedly so because sugarcane, the 
principal irrigated crop, is both planted and harvested in every month. 
At any time, some cane needs abundant water, some cane is beyond 
needing much, some cane is being harvested, and some cane fields are 
barren, awaiting new planting. The water need of the area, therefore, 
is about the same the year around, although the application of the 
water is continually shifting from place to place. With rice, the demand 
for water is seasonal, and the principal cause for drawing on the 
underground reservoir is declining availability of surface water. The 
pumping practices of the users of ground water naturally differ some-
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what according to their needs, and the practices of any one user will 
differ from one year to the next. A study of the pumping regimen of 
two major irrigators in 1956-57 suggests that the average well used 
for irrigating sugarcane in the Lambayeque Valley is pumped about 
112 days during a 6-month season of heavy pumping, c^ an average 
of about 18 days per month.

ANNUAL PUMPAOE

The annual ground-water pumpage in the Lambayeque Valley was 
fast approaching 100 million cu m at the time field work for this report 
was completed. The quantities pumped by two major users in 1956 
and 1957 were nearly 32 million cu m and about 62 roillion cu m, 
respectively (table 19). The pumpage of others was estimated on the 
basis of the number of wells probably in use, their known or probable 
discharge rate, and normal pumping practice as analyzed above. Other 
irrigators are estimated to have pumped about 18 million cu m in 
1957. The industrial users and the Hospital del Seguro Social del 
Empleado in Chiclayo probably pumped only 200,000 en m. Adding 
something for the pumping of ground water for public supplies in a 
few towns brings the total to 81 million cu m. There WTS additional 
pumping capacity, represented by wells completed but not equipped 
with pump and power by mid-1957, and some old well' were being 
abandoned. After allowance for these uncertain plus and minus factors, 
it appears that the total annual pumpage in the area was soon to 
become 85 or 90 million cu m, with 100 million cu m in eight.

TABLE 19. Pumpage, in cubic meters, of ground water by Negotiation Tuman and 
Sotiedad Agrlcola Pucala, 1956-57

Month

April.. ............ ..
May.. .. ..........

July....... ..........

Pumpage

1956 1957

4. *\1 1 Q97 7 QQ4. 19ft
720,328 6,695,031
236,775 1,037,934
lift ft^fi A.QQ ftfi7

1,731,299 654,475
975, 013 1, 821, 374 

2,074,582 5,748,891 Total... .........

Pumpage

1956

3,514359
5,026,365
1,443858
3,686.019
7,380.381

... 31,819,756 6

1957

7,897,302
8, 010, 953
7, 760, 334
6, 430, 702
7, 543, 964

2, 094, 953

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF OROUND WATER

The data presented in this report indicate that ground water in the 
Lambayeque Valley was probably susceptible to further development 
without serious danger of adverse results, provided that water-bearing 
strata are present in unexploited localities. The upper part of the 
valley already had been rather intensively developed by 1958, but not 
much had been done in the lower part. The upper and lover parts are
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here considered to be separated by an imaginary line extending from 
Reque to Pomalca and thence through Picsi and FerreEafe to the 
Pan-American Highway at the north boundary of the mapped area.

The full effect of existing wells in the upper part of the valley was 
not apparent in 1958, because not all the wells had pumps, bit the 
effects of protracted (through seasonal) pumping at Hacienda Calupe 
suggest that total well capacity at that place approached reservoir 
capacity. Substantial recharge derived from river water used in irri 
gation made heavy drafts possible. Further development of ground 
water was not necessarily to be avoided, but concentrations of new 
wells, located incautiously in relation to older wells, could invite 
disaster.

Not all the upper valley is blessed with good water-bearing strata, 
notwithstanding the many successful wells already completed there. 
The drilling in a rather large area on Hacienda Tuman disclosed un 
favorable geologic conditions to a maximum depth (in one veil) of 
102 m. On the other hand, good results had been obtained to the 
northwest, beyond Tuman, thus affording an example of the irregular 
ity of alluvial deposits and the uncertainty connected with drilling 
wells in them.

The possibilities for development in the lower part of the valley 
are poorly indicated because only 11 wells were found there, and most 
of these were concentrated in and near Chiclayo. But lack of weUs 
means room for exploration and development. Large withdrawals of 
ground water in the lower part of the valley probably would not ad 
versely affect the established well fields, unless the new pumpirg were 
concentrated immediately adjacent to those fields. The adverse effects 
would be more likely to work the other way: wells in the upp^r part 
of the valley, by getting the water first, might deprive wells in the 
lower part of the valley of water at critical times.

All the successful irrigation wells in the lower part of the valley 
were near the eastern boundary, at Capote (17N), Mocopu (16K and 
19K), Las Lomas (9B), and Los Cocos (11 A). Some of the othe^1 wells 
in the lower valley were small producers, but wells at Villa Eten (8k) 
and Chacra Vieja were reported to yield 16 and 40 Ips, respectively. 
The Chacra Vieja well had been only recently completed wten the 
authors of this report were last in the area, and even though it is 
"near" Lambayeque, it could not be visited because heavy rsin had 
made the road impassable.

The possibilities of finding ground water in the immediate vicinity 
of Chiclayo, as judged by the records of wells drilled before 1958, seem 
to be limited by scarcity of water-bearing strata. The records of 
existing wells disclose a few meters of sand and gravel, although a 
maximum depth of 100 m had been attained by drilling. Yet, good
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aquifers not uncommonly are found where sparse data initially imply 
that well drilling would not be justified.

Poor chemical quality of the ground water in the lower part of the 
valley could prove to be an important deterrent to deve^pment. The 
quality of a mixed water sample from two wells at CHclayo is not 
good; the water could be used for irrigation only if soils and crops are 
especially suitable. The water from the Chacra Vieja well (Lambaye- 
que) was reported to be partly salty because of the occurrence of a 
stratum containing salty water, separated by clay beds from strata 
above and below that contain fresh water. This scanty evidence 
suggests that the ground water in a belt of unknown vddth parallel 
to the Pacific coast may be too mineralized for most ordinary uses. 
It is inferred that salty ground water is present at most locations 
west of the Pan-American Highway.

Repeated use of water for irrigation inevitably will cause an increase 
in the mineral content of the water. Each time the wr.ter is spread 
over the fields, a part of it is evaporated and transpired, increasing 
the concentration of mineral matter in the part remaining. The number 
of times that the ground water can be pumped to the surface, spread 
on the land, and partially returned to the underground reservoir 
before it becomes excessively mineralized is not kncwn. Clearly, 
however, the mineralization will increase in the downstream direction 
unless dilution with fresh water is effected.

It would be appropriate in the lower Lambayeque Valley to analyze 
the water from selected wells periodically, possibly in the area between 
Pomalca and Chiclayo. The process of mineralization will take place 
slowly. Analyses at 5-year intervals probably will suffice.

CONCLUSIONS

As this investigation was brought to a close, it appeared that 
further large-scale development of ground water in the upper part of 
the Lambayeque Valley would be inadvisable until the effects of the 
existing development could be appraised. Limited additional develop 
ment, however, appeared to be feasible.

Further development in the lower part of the valley, east of the 
Pan-American Highway and west of Pomalca, Picsi, and Ferrefafe, 
seemed to present no serious problems. The development probably will 
be limited on the west by poor chemical quality of the yrater. Tenta 
tively, the Pan-American Highway seems to mark the western limit 
of chemically acceptable ground water.
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Base from various sources 
listed in the text

Geology and hydrology by S. L. Schoff 
and J. L. Sayan M., 1955-58

WATER-SUPPLY PAPER 1663-F 
PLATE 1

EXPLANATION

Windblown sand, at places 10 meters thick. Lies above
regional water table

Stream-laid gravel, sand, and clay. Principal aquifer.
Qa, alluvium deposoited mainly by the Rio Chancay
and distributaries; Qf,fan alluvium of tributary can
yons, less well sorted and less permeable

01

z
LJ
h-

D 
O

Bedrock
Mainly intrusive rocks, but including a little quartzite 

and limestone. Not water-bearing because of low 
porosity and lack of recharge

Geologic contact

Well

o 
Test hole

Well and test hole 
at same site

Abandoned well
Wells are only numbered where more than one occur in 

the same square kilometer. See text

Paved highway

Road 
Good gravel or dirt

Road 
Private or poor

Monsefu

City, town, or hacienda 
having many residents

Hacienda, caserio, or 
rancheria

'^-DIVERSION POINT

Diversion point

211

Cerro del 
Combo

Mountain peak number, where shown, is altitude in 
meters above mean sea level

APPROXIMATE MAGNETIC 

DECLINATION. 1969
5 MILES
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EXPLANATION

Impermeable strata

Approximate contact between water-bearing zone and
non water-bearing strata

Dashed where inferred

4OR

Well or test hole
Number refers to assignment in report. Well-numbering 

system referred to in text
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HYDROLOGIC SECTIONS, BASED ON DRILLERS' LOGS, SUGGESTING CORRELATIONS OF THE PERMEABLE ZONES
IN LAMBAYEQUE VALLEY, DEPARTMENT OF LAMBAYQUE, NORTHERN PERU
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MAY-JUNE 1956. WELLS MEASURED DURING PRELIMINARY TEST 
PUMPING FOR CALUPE AQUIFER TEST ARE SHOWN

APRIL 1957. ABOUT 6 WEEKS AFTER THE END OF IRRIGATION 
PUMPING FOR THE 1956-57 SEASON

WATER-SUPPLY PAPER 1663-F 
PLATE 3

EXPLANATION

  
Discharge well

o 
Observation well

  45  
Water-table contour

Interval 1 meter 
Datum is assumed

COMBO DITCH

Main irrigation 
ditch

AUGUST 1956. ABOUT 3 WEEK BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF 
IRRIGATION PUMPING FQ THE 1956-57 SEASON

APRIL 1958. ABOUT 40 DAYS 
PUMPING FOR TH

FTER THE END OF IRRIGATION 
1957-58 SEASON

MAPS OF WATER TABLE FOR SELECTED DATES AT HACIENDA CALUPE, IAMBAY¥,QV5¥. \7
DEPARTMENT OF LAMBAYEOUE, NORTHERN PERU

3 KILOMETERS

2 MILES 349-824 O - 69 (In pocket)


